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Abstract. These are notes for the CIME school on Complex non-Kähler geometry from
July 9th to July 13th of 2018 in Cetraro, Italy. It is an overview of different properties
of a class of non-Kähler compact complex manifolds called LVMB manifolds, obtained
as the Hausdorff space of leaves of systems of commuting complex linear equations in an
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1. Introduction

The origin of the so-called LVM manifolds is the paper [52] by Santiago López de
Medrano and the author of these notes. There they define and study a new infinite family
of compact complex manifolds (a finite number of diffeomorphism classes for each dimen-
sion) which, except for a series of cases corresponding to complex tori, are not symplectic.
The construction is based on the following principle discovered by André Heafliger:

If F is a holomorphic foliation of complex codimension m on a complex manifold M with
m ď n “ dimCM and Σ is a C8 manifold of real dimension 2m which is transversal to
F then Σ is a complex manifold. Indeed it suffices to provide Σ with a holomorphic atlas
from transversals to the plaques of a foliation atlas of F .

The essential point is that one can obtain non-algebraic complex manifolds as the space
of leaves of holomorphic foliations of complex algebraic manifolds, as long as the space of
leaves is Hausdorff. In particular the foliation could be given by a holomorphic action of
a complex Lie group. In fact the construction in [52] uses an explicit linear action of C
in Cn (n ě 3) which descends to a projective linear action on complex projective space
Pn´1
C and there is an open set V Ă Pn´1

C which is invariant under the action and such that
every leaf (orbit) of the action is an immersed copy of C or C˚; furthermore, the space
of leaves of the foliation by orbits of V is compact and Hausdorff and therefore it is a
compact complex manifold. In some sense the set V is the union of “semi-stable orbits”
(or Siegel leaves) of the action in the sense of Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT) and is
the complement of a union of projective subspaces of different dimensions. In fact V is
the image under the canonical projection Cn Ñ Pn´1

C of the set of orbits in Cn that do
not accumulate to the origin (a sort of Kempf-Ness condition). In a very pretty paper [19]
Stéphanie Cupit-Foutou and Dan Zaffran describe how to construct the generalized family
of LVMB manifolds from certain Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT) quotients.
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They show that Bosio’s generalization parallels exactly the extension obtained by Mum-
ford’s GIT to the more general GIT developed by Bia lynicki-Birula and Świecicka.
The article [52] is a continuation of the foundational papers by J. Girbau, A. Haefliger et
D. Sundararaman [31] about the deformations of foliations which are transversally holo-
morphic. In fact, André Haefliger used these results to study in [41] the deformations of
Hopf manifolds which are realized as the space of leaves of a foliation.
Another continuation of that work was obtained by Jean-Jacques Loeb and Marcel Nicolau
which uses the foliation in order to describe the deformations of the Calabi-Eckmann
manifolds [53].
The initial construction in [52] can be extended to the case of projective linear actions of
Cm for any positive integer m on PnC as long as n ą 2m. Then, under two assumptions re-
lated to the nˆm complex matrix ΛΛΛ of eigenvalues of the linear flows which determine the
action one obtains new compact manifolds. These assumptions are that ΛΛΛ be admissible
i.e, it satisfies the weak hyperbolicity and Siegel conditions. This was achieved by Laurent
Meersseman who studies in detail several aspects of the compact manifolds in [62]. These
compact complex manifolds NΛΛΛ are now known as LVM manifolds. A very interesting
property of these manifolds when m ą 1 is their very rich topology. For instance, any
finite abelian group is a summand of the homology group of one of these manifolds. In
particular some of the manifolds have arbitrarily large torsion in its homology groups. In
[12], Frédéric Bosio gives a generalization of the construction of LVM manifolds. The idea
is to relax the weak hyperbolicity and Siegel conditions ΛΛΛ and to look for all the subsets S
of Cn such that action (27) in section 2 is free and proper. The manifolds that are either
LVM manifolds or the generalization by Frédéric Bosio are now known as LVMB mani-
folds. The manifolds NΛΛΛ are obtained as the orbit space of a free action of the circle on an
odd-dimensional manifold M1pΛΛΛq contained in the sphere S2n´1 which is the intersection of
homogeneous quadratic equations and called moment-angle manifold. Santiago López de
Medrano has studied deeply these intersection of quadrics in several papers by himself and
some collaborators [35, 36, 37, 48, 49, 50, 51] in particular the paper [35] by Samuel Gitler
and Santiago López de Medrano has been a great advance to understand the topology of
moment-angle manifolds.

The LVM manifolds are not simplectic (except when 2m ` 1 “ n when the manifolds are
compact complex tori) however under an arbitrarily small deformation of ΛΛΛ the manifolds
NΛΛΛ fiber à la Seifert-Orlik over a toric manifold (or orbifold) with fiber a compact complex
torus. This is due to the following fact:
The complex manifolds NΛΛΛ of complex dimension n´m´1 admit a locally-free holomorphic
action of Cm (recall that n ą 2m); although NΛΛΛ is not Kähler, the foliation GΛΛΛ on NΛΛΛ by
the leaves of the action is transversally Kähler, in particular GΛΛΛ is a Riemannian foliation
and thus admits a transverse invariant volume form. In particular either has a Zariski open
set of noncompact leaves or else all are compact complex tori.
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If ΛΛΛ satisfies a rationality condition called condition K in definition 12 then all the leaves
of GΛΛΛ are compact, in fact they are complex tori Cm{Γ (Γ – Z2m) and the quotient is
Hausdorff. Hence it is a compact complex manifold (or an orbifold).
Furthermore, the rationality conditions K in definition 12 imply that the transversal Kähler
form is “integral” (a sort of transversal Kodaira embedding condition) which makes this
quotient an algebraic manifold or variety with quotient singularities of dimension n´2m´1.
In fact this quotient admits an action of pC˚qn´2m´1 with a principal dense orbit so it is a
toric manifold Xp∆q where ∆ “ ∆ΛΛΛ is the corresponding fan which depends on ΛΛΛ.
The reciprocal is true as shown by the author and Laurent Meersseman [68]: If Xp∆q is a
toric variety with at most singularities which are quotients then there exists an admissible
configuration ΛΛΛ which satisfies conditions K in definition 12 and therefore any toric variety
with at most quotient singularities is obtained by the quotient of a LVM manifold by a
holomorphic locally-free action of a compact complex torus. In this paper one uses Delzant
construction over a rational simple convex polytope which is naturally associated to the
convex hull HpΛΛΛq of the configuration. When the leaves of GΛΛΛ are not compact the leaf
space is not Hausdorff and one has a “noncommutative” complex manifold in the sense
of Alain Connes [21, 22]. This happens when the convex polytope HΛΛΛ is not rational and
a convex polytope associated to the foliation GΛΛΛ is non-rational. There are important
reasons to consider nonrational polytopes. For instance, toric varieties corresponding to
simple rational polytopes are rigid (i.e, they cannot be deformed) whereas simple rational
polytopes can be perturbed simply by moving the vertices to non-rational simple polytopes.
The problem of associating to a non-rational polytope a geometric space of some kind is an
old one and emerges in different subjects, including symplectic geometry, via the convexity
theorem and the Delzant construction. In fact it also is connected with the combinatorics
of convex polytopes see for instance Stanley [76] where a link between rational simplicial
polytopes and the geometry and topology of toric varieties is explained following earlier
work of Peter McMullen [60] and Richard P. Stanley [77]. There are important reasons to
consider nonrational simple polytopes and its and give them an interpretation in relation to
toric geometry. In this respect the article by Elisa Prato [72] is the first work that addresses
this problem via symplectic geometry and she defines the notion of quasifolds, which is a
generalization of the notion of orbifolds and associates to a non-rational simple polytope a
quasifold. In a joint paper [17] Elisa Prato and Fiammetta Battaglia generalize the notion
of toric variety and associate to each non-rational simplicial polytope a Kähler quasifold
and compute the Betti numbers (see also [17]). The paper by Fiammetta Battaglia and
Dan Zaffran [4] uses also the leaf space of the foliation GΛΛΛ of the manifolds NΛΛΛ to have
either toric orbifolds in the rational case or quasifolds in the non-rational case. Thus the
papers [4, 16, 17, 72] are foundational papers in the theory of non-rational polytopes.
In [46] a different interpretation as non-commutative toric varieties is given of the pair
pNΛΛΛ,GΛΛΛq in the case ΛΛΛ does not satisfy the rational condition (K). Non-commutative toric
varieties are to toric varieties what non-commutative tori are to tori and, as such, they
can be interpreted in multiple ways: As (noncommutative) topological spaces, they are
C˚-algebras associated to dense foliations, that is to say, deformations of the commutative
C˚-algebras associated to tori in the spirit of Alain Connes.
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However, while non-commutative tori correspond to linear foliations (deformations) on
classical tori, non-commutative toric varieties correspond to the holomorphic foliation GΛΛΛq

on NΛΛΛ.
The manifolds NΛΛΛ are certain intersections of real quadrics in complex projective spaces
of a very explicit nature. The homotopy type of LVM-manifolds is described by moment
angle complexes.

The paper of Frédéric Bosio and Laurent Meerseman [11] is a beautiful paper with many
ideas and interconnection of several branches of mathematics. In fact the title and subject
of the present notes is very much inspired on this paper.
They do a deep study of the properties of of LVM manifolds and also made significant
advances in the study of the topology of the intersection of k homogeneous quadrics.
In particular, the question of whether they are always connected sums of sphere products
was considered: they produced new examples for any k which are so, but also showed how
to construct many more cases where they are not.
Independently in [24] Michael W. Davis and Janusz Januszkiewicz had introduced new
constructions, part of which essentially coincide with those above, where the main objective
was the study of some important quotients of them (different from the ones mentioned
above) which they called toric manifolds (in contrast with toric varieties that are algebraic).
These toric manifolds are topological analogues of toric varieties in algebraic geometry.
They are even dimensional manifolds with an effective action of an n-dimensional compact
torus pS1q

n
, there is a kind of “moment map” and the orbit space is a simple convex

polytope. One can do combinatorics on the quotient polytope to obtain information on
the manifold above. For example one can compute the Euler characteristic and describe
the cohomology ring of the manifold in terms of the polytope. The paper by Davis and
Januszkiewicz originated an important development through the work of many authors, for
which we refer the reader to the book of Victor M. Buchstaber and Taras E. Panov [14].
A line of research derived from [24] is the paper [5] where a far-reaching generalization is
made and a general splitting formula is derived that provides a very good geometric tool
for understanding the relations among the homology groups of different spaces.
There is a principal circle bundle p : M1pΛΛΛq Ñ NΛΛΛ over each manifold NΛΛΛ. The manifold
M1pΛΛΛq is a smooth manifold of real odd dimension 2n ´ 2m ´ 1 called moment-angle
manifold. The manifold M1pΛΛΛq admits an action of the torus pS1qn. The orbit space of this
action is a convex polytope of dimension 3n ´ 2m ´ 1 thus there is a “moment map”. In
addition M1pΛΛΛq has in a contact structure and in many cases is an open book with a very
interesting structure [9].
In the present notes we present various results and properties of LVMB manifolds:
I. Complex analytic proprieties
II. The relation between these manifolds and toric manifolds and orbifolds with quotient
singularities.
III. Their topology and geometric structures
The main body of the results presented in these notes are in part contained in the papers
[9, 11, 52, 62, 68, 69].
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2. Singular holomorphic foliations of Cn and Pn´1
C given by linear

holomorphic actions of Cm on Cn (n ą 2m)

Let M be a complex manifold of complex dimension n and 0 ď p ď n.

Definition 1. A holomorphic foliation F of complex dimension p (or complex codimension
n´ p) is given by a foliated atlas pUα,ΦαqαPI where Uα are open in M , tUiuiPI is an open
covering of M and Φi : Ui Ñ Vi Ă Cn´p ˆ Cp “ Cn are homeomorphisms such that for
overlapping pairs Ui, Uj the transition functions Φij “ ΦjΦi

´1 : ΦipUiXUjq Ñ ΦjpUiXUjq
are of the form:

(H) Φijpx, yq “ pΦ
1
ijpxq,Φ

2
ijpx, yqq x P Cn´p, y P Cp

where Φ1
ij and Φ2

ij are holomorphic and Φ1
ij is a local biholomorphism between open sets

of Cn´p and Φ2
ij is a local holomorphic submersion from an open set in Cn onto an open

set of Cp.
Definition 2. The atlas pUα,ΦαqαPI is called a holomorphic foliation atlas and the maps
Φα are called holomorphic flow boxes or holomorphic foliation charts. The sets of the
form Φ´1

α ptxu ˆ Cpq, x P Cn´p, i.e, the set of points whose coordinates pX,Y q with X “

px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´pq P Cn´p , Y “ py1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ypq P Cp satisfy X “ C for some constant vector
C P Cn´p are called plaques. Condition (H) says that the plaques glue together to form
complex submanifolds called leaves, which are immersed in M (not necessarily properly
immersed). If pUα, ϕαqαPI is a complex atlas as in definition 1 the leaves are immersed
p-dimensional holomorphic submanifolds of W .

The family of biholomorphisms tΦ1
ijuiPI defines a groupoid called the transverse holo-

nomy groupoid. It can be used to define noncommutative toric varieties [4, 46].

Let m and n be two positive natural numbers such that n ą 2m. Let ΛΛΛ :“ pΛ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λnq
be an n-tuple of vectors in Cm where Λi “ pλ

1
i , ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ

m
i q for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n.

To the configuration pΛ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λnq we can associate the linear (singular) foliation of Cn
generated by the m holomorphic linear commuting vector fields (1 ď j ď m)

Cn Q pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , znq ÞÝÑ
n
ÿ

i“1

λjizi
B

Bzi

(System of linear equations)
dZ

dT
“

»

—

—

–

λj1 0 0 . . . 0

0 λj2 0 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 0 . . . λjn

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

Z, i.e,
dZ

dT
“ ΛiZ,

Z “

»

—

–

z1
...
zn

fi

ffi

fl

, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m, T P C
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Figure 1. Quadrilateral in C

Let us start with the construction of an infinite family of compact complex manifolds.
Let m be a positive integer and n and integer such that n ą 2m.

Definition 3. Let ΛΛΛ “ pΛ1, . . . ,Λnq be a configuration of n vectors in Cm. Let HpΛ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λnq
be the convex hull of pΛ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λnq.

We say that ΛΛΛ is admissible if:

(1) (SC) The Siegel condition: 0 belongs to the convex hull HpΛΛΛq :“ HpΛ1, . . . ,Λnq of
pΛ1, . . . ,Λnq in Cm » R2m.

(2) (WH) The weak hyperbolicity condition: for every 2m-tuple of integers i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i2m
such that 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă i2m ď n we have 0 R HpΛi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λi2mq

This definition can be reformulated geometrically in the following way: the convex poly-
tope HpΛ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λnq contains 0, but neither external nor internal facet of this polytope (that
is to say hyperplane passing through 2m vertices) contains 0. An admissible configuration
satisfies the following regularity property

Lemma 1. Let Λ1i “ pΛi, 1q P Cn`1, for i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. For all set of integers J Ă

t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu such that 0 P HppΛjqjPJq the complex rank of the matrix whose columns are the
vectors pΛjqjPJ is equal to m` 1, therefore it is of maximal rank.

One considers the holomorphic (singular) foliation F in projective space Pn´1
C given by

the orbits of the linear action of Cm on Cn induced by the linear vector fields (1).

(1) pT, rzsq P Cm ˆ Pn´1
C ÞÝÑ rz1 ¨ expxΛ1, T y, . . . , zn ¨ expxΛn, T ys P Pn´1

C

where T “ pt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tmq P Cm, rz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zns are projective coordinates and x´,´y is inner

product xZ,W y “
n
ř

i“1
ziwi

One can lift this foliation to a foliation F̃ in Cn given by the linear action

(S) pT, zq P Cm ˆ Cn ÞÝÑ pz1 ¨ expxΛ1, T y, . . . , zn ¨ expxΛn, T yq P Cn.
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The so-defined foliation is singular, in particular 0 is a singular point. The behavior in the
neighborhood of 0 determines two different sorts of leaves.

Definition 4. (Poincaré and Siegel leaves) Let L be a leaf of the previous foliation.
If 0 belongs to the closure of L, we say that L is a Poincaré leaf. In the opposite case, we
talk of a Siegel leaf.

If L is a Siegel leaf then the distance from that leaf to the origin is positive and one can
show that there exists a unique point z “ pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , znq P L which minimizes the distance
to the origin and this point satisfies

(2)
n
ÿ

i“1

Λi|zi|
2 “ 0

This is because the leaf LW through the point W “ pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnq in the Siegel domain is
the Riemann surface

LW “ tpw1 ¨ expxΛ1, T y, . . . , wn ¨ expxΛn, T yq P Cn | T P Cmu
and to minimize the (square of the) distance to the origin we see that Lagrange multipliers
imply that the complex line from the origin to a point that minimizes the square of the
distance must be orthogonal to the orbit at the point.

One has the following dichotomy:

i ) If 0 R HpΛ1, . . . ,Λnq then every leaf is of Poincaré type.

ii ) The set of Siegel leaves is nonempty if and only if 0 P HpΛ1, . . . ,Λnq

For z “ pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , znq P Cn let Iz Ă t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu defined as follows Iz “ tj : zj ‰ 0u and let
ΛIz “ tΛj : j P Izu. One defines:

(3)
S “ SΛΛΛ “ tz P Cn | 0 P HpΛIzqu, S as the complement of subspaces inCn

Definition 5. We define V “ VpΛΛΛq Ă Pn´1 to be the image of S in Pn´1 under the
canonical projection π : Cn ´ t0u Ñ Pn´1.

Let

(T) T “ T pΛΛΛq “ tz P Cn | z ‰ 0,
n
ÿ

i“1

Λi|zi|
2 “ 0 u

then T is the set of points that realize the minimum distance in each Siegel leaf. Then T
meets ever Siegel leaf in exactly one point and it meets each leaf transversally. We have
that T “ T Y t0u is a singular manifold with an isolated singularity at the origin. Let

(:)

N “ NΛΛΛ “ trzs P Pn´1 |

n
ÿ

i“1

Λi|zi|
2 “ 0u Equations of LVM manifolds
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Figure 2. Siegel and Poincaré leaves

One can verify that S is the union of the Siegel leaves and that S is an open set of the
form S “ Cn ´ E where E is an analytic set, whose different components correspond to
subspaces of Cn where some coordinates vanish.
The leaf space of the foliation restricted to S , that we call M , or MΛΛΛ if we want to
emphasize ΛΛΛ, is identified with T .
Since S contains pC˚qn we see that S is dense in Cn.
The weak hyperbolicity condition implies that the system of quadrics given by the preceding
equations which define T and N have maximal rank in every point
The Siegel condition implies that T and N are nonempty. One can show also that F̃ is
regular in S and that T is a smooth manifold transverse to the restriction of F̃ to S. In
other words the quotient space of F̃ restricted to S can be identified with T .
Therefore by Haefliger’s lemma 2 below T has the structure on a (non-compact) complex
manifold which we call M .
Also N can be identified with the quotient space of F restricted to V (definition 5) and
therefore it inherits a complex structure. Let us denote this complex manifold by N . The
complex dimension of M is n´m and of N is n´m´ 1.
The natural projection M Ñ N , induced by the projection π : Cnzt0u Ñ Pn´1

C , is in fact a
principal C˚ fibration. Let M1 denote the total space of the associated circle fibration It
has the same homotopy type as M but it has the advantage of being compact.
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Let us observe that M1 can be identified with the transverse intersection of the cone T
(with the vertex at the origin delated) and the unit sphere S2n´1 in Cn. For this reason
we make the following definition

Definition 6. Let

(4) M1 “M1pΛΛΛq “ tz “ pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , znq P Cn |

n
ÿ

i“1

Λi|zi|
2 “ 0,

n
ÿ

i“1

|zi|
2 “ 1u.

Then M1pΛΛΛq is called the moment-angle manifold corresponding to ΛΛΛ.

Remark 1. Let ΛΛΛ be an admissible configuration. Then NΛΛΛ and NpAΛΛΛ`Bq (with A P

GLmpCq and B P Cm) are biholomorphic (provided that pAΛΛΛ ` Bq is admissible and
provided that the corresponding sets S are the same).

Remark 2. Remark 1.5 The manifold N is naturally equipped with the principal C˚-
bundle T Ñ N .

Remark 3. The natural projection M1 Ñ N is a S1-principal bundle. It is in fact the unit
bundle associated to the bundle T Ñ N .

Then, the differentiable embedding of N into the projective space described yields an
embedding of fibre bundles

M1 ÝÝÝÝÑ S2n´1

§

§

đ

§

§

đ

N ÝÝÝÝÑ CPn´1

Let us denote by ω the pull-back of the Fubini-Study Kählerian form by this embedding.
The form ω is thus a closed real two-form on N which represents the Euler class of the
bundle M1 Ñ N .

Definition 7. We call ω the canonical Euler form of the bundle M1 Ñ N .

Definition 8. Let 1 ď i ď n. We say that Λi (or more briefly i) is indispensable if pΛjqjPtiuc
is not admissible. Let I Ă t1, . . . , nu. We say that pΛiqiPI (or more briefly I) is removable
if pΛjqjPIc is still admissible.

Remark 4. Let I Ă t1, . . . , nu of cardinal p. If I is removable, then the configuration
pΛiqiPIc gives rise to a holomorphic LVM submanifold of NpΛ1, . . . ,Λnq of codimension p.

Remark 5. We write SΛΛΛ, NΛΛΛ, M1pΛΛΛq etc., if we want to emphasize the configuration ΛΛΛ.
However many times we omit ΛΛΛ if it is clearly understood and no confusion is possible.

Another characterization of S is the following:

(5) S “ tz P Cn | 0 is not in the closure of the leaf of F̃ through zu

in other words S is the union of the Siegel Leaves and it open and invariant under the
action of Cm
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Remark 6. The space of Siegel leaves S has the same homotopy type as M and therefore
also as M1.

Remark 7. The linear holomorphic action of pC˚qm commutes with the diagonal action
(by diagonal matrices) hence pC˚qn acts on M .

The open set S is a deleted complex cone in Cn: i.e. if Z P S then λZ P S for all λ P C˚.
Therefore V “ πpSq (definition 5) is an open set of Pn´1

C . Then πpT q is a smooth manifold
of dimension equal to the codimension of F and transversal to the leaves. By the following
observation by André Haefliger it is a complex manifold:

Lemma 2. A. Haefliger. Let M be a complex manifold of complex dimension n ě 2 and
F a holomorphic foliation of M of codimension m ě 1 with n ě m. Let N Ă M be a
smooth manifold of real dimension 2m which is transversal to the leaves of F . Then N is
in a natural way a complex manifold of complex dimension m.

Proof. In fact if V Ă M is an open subset of N which is contained the domain Uα of the
foliation chart Φα : Uα Ñ CmˆCm´n of F then if Φ̂α “ ΦαæV is the restriction of Φα to V

and π1 : CmˆCn´m is projection onto the first factor then Ψα “ π1 ˝ Φ̂α is a holomorphic
coordinate chart of M. Condition (2) in definition 1 implies that the coordinate changes
are holomorphic. �

Remark 8. Bogomolov has conjectured that every compact complex manifold W can be
obtained by this process for a singular holomorphic foliation of projective space and W
transversal to the foliation outside of the singularities. More precisely he asks: can one
embed every compact complex manifold as a C8 smooth subvariety that is transverse to an
algebraic foliation on a complex projective algebraic variety?

In this respect, Jean-Pierre Demailly, Hervé Gaussier [23] have shown an embedding
theorem for compact almost complex manifolds into complex algebraic varieties. They
show that every almost complex structure can be realized by the transverse structure to
an algebraic distribution on an affine algebraic variety, namely an algebraic subbundle of
the tangent bundle.

Definition 9. (LVM manifolds) If ΛΛΛ is an admissible configuration the manifold N “ NΛΛΛ

given by formula : above is called a LVM manifold corresponding to ΛΛΛ. It is a compact
complex manifold and dimCNΛΛΛ “ n´m´ 1

3. Examples

3.1. Elliptic curves. In C consider a non-degenerate triangle with vertices λ1, λ2 and λ3.
Suppose that the origin is in the interior of this triangle. Then the open set of Siegel leaves
S Ă C3 is the complement of the three coordinate hyperplanes z1 “ 0, z2 “ 0 and z3 “ 0.

The set in T Ă C3 ´ t0u given by the equation:

(6) λ1|z1|
2 ` λ2|z2|

2 ` λ3|z3|
2 “ 0

is the transversal as in formula T above and it meets every leaf in S in exactly one point.
So that the space of leaves in S can be identified with the set given by equation (6).
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The set T is a complex cone with the origin deleted so that if Z PM also cZ P T for al
c P C˚.

We see that N “: Npλ1,λs,λ3q is the projectivization of T and therefore N can be identified
is the set of points satisfying the following two equations:

$

&

%

λ1|z1|
2 ` λ2|z2|

2 ` λ3|z3|
2 “ 0

|z1|
2 ` |z2|

2 ` |z3|
2 “ 1

modulo the natural action of the circle given by

pz1, z2, z3q ÞÑ pµz1, µz2, µz3q, |µ| “ 1, pz1, z2, z3q P N.

Hence one has a free action of C˚ and the quotient N :“M{C˚, then a complex, compact
manifold of dimension one. In fact N is an elliptic curve. In the cases where M is not
simply connected (i.e, when k “ 3 and d “ n1 “ 1), the complex structure on N can be
described in terms of the defining parameters by identifying it with previous descriptions of
these known manifolds, for instance when n “ k “ 3 the manifold N is diffeomorphic to the
torus S1 ˆ S1. To identify the corresponding complex structure, observe that in this case
S “ pC˚q3. The mapping exp : C3 Ñ S “ pC˚q3 given by exppζ1, ζ2, ζ3q “ pe

ζ1 , eζ2 , eζ3q can
be used to identify Npλ1, λ2, λ3q with the quotient of C by the lattice generated by λ3´λ2

and λ1 ´ λ2. So we have that

Npλ1,λ2,λ3q is biholomorphically equivalent to the elliptic curve with modulus λ3´λ2
λ1´λ2

.

Observe that in this case we obtain all complex structures on the torus. By choosing
adequately the order of the λi we obtain a mapping from the Siegel domain to the Siegel
upper half-plane in C. Therefore Any elliptic curve is obtained this way.

3.2. Compact complex tori. (i) If n “ 2m ` 1, the convex hull tΛiuiPt1,¨¨¨ ,2n`1u is a

simplex in Cm » R2m.
In fact if one removes one the Λ’s then 0 is not in the complex hull of the remaining. In
other words S is equal to pC˚qn and one can show that N is a complex torus.

Remark 9. Every compact complex torus is obtained by this process. In particular, if
n “ 3 and m “ 1 we obtain every elliptic curve.

3.3. Hopf manifolds. (ii) If m “ 1 let us define for n ě 4

Λ1 “ 1 Λ2 “ i Λ3 “ . . . “ Λn “ ´1´ i .

It is easy to verify that under these conditions S is equal to pC˚q2 ˆ Cn´2zt0u. Consider
the two real equations that are used to define T :

$

&

%

|z1|
2 “ |z3|

2 ` . . .` |zn|
2

|z2|
2 “ |z3|

2 ` . . .` |zn|
2.
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If we fix the modules of z1 and z2 (by the definition of S they cannot be 0) the above
equations imply that these modules are equal and that pz3, . . . , znq belong to a sphere
S2n´5. Therefore these equations define a manifold which is diffeomorphic to S2n´5ˆ S1ˆ

S1 ˆ R`˚ . The manifold M1 obtained as the intersection of T and the unit sphere of Cn is
diffeomorphic to S2n´5 ˆ S1 ˆ S1 and N is diffeomorphic to S1 ˆ S2n´5. In particular for
n “ 4, on has all the linear Hopf surfaces.

3.4. Calabi-Eckmann manifolds. (iii) Let m “ 1, n “ 5 and

Λ1 “ 1 Λ2 “ Λ3 “ i Λ4 “ Λ5 “ ´1´ i .

An argument similar to the previous one shows that N is diffeomorphic to S3 ˆ S3. One
obtains an example of Calabi-Eckmann of non Kaḧler manifolds.

Remark 10. In general one obtains complex structures in products of odd dimensional
spheres S2r`1ˆS2l`1 like in the classical Calabi-Eckmann manifolds. In fact: Every Calabi-
Eckmann manifold is obtained by this process.

3.5. Connected sums. (iv) S. López de Medrano has shown that for the pentagon in
the picture below M1 is diffeomorphic to the connected sum of five copies of S3 ˆ S4. The
complex manifold N is the quotient of this connected sum under a non-trivial action of S1.

Figure 3. Pentagon in C. The number ni is the multiplicity of λi

When m “ 1 it can be assumed ΛΛΛ is one of the following normal forms: Take n “
n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` n2``1 a partition of n into an odd number of positive integers. Consider the
configuration consisting of the vertices of a regular polygon with p2` ` 1q vertices, where
the i-th vertex in the cyclic order appears with multiplicity ni.

The topology of M1 and N can be completely described in terms of the numbers di “
ni ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ni``´1, i.e., the sums of ` consecutive ni in the cyclic order of the partition:

For ` “ 1: M1 “ S2n1´1ˆS2n2´1ˆS2n3´1. For ` ą 1: M1 “ #2``1
j“1

`

S2di´1 ˆ S2n´2di´2
˘

.
See theorem 1 below.
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Figure 4. Polygon, the number ni is the multiplicity of λi

To describe the topology of N we will use the following known facts about the topology
of M1: First observe that the smooth topological type of M1 (as well as that of N) does
not change if we vary continuously the parameters ΛΛΛ as long as we do not violate condition
(WH) in definition 3 in the process. It is shown in [49] that the parameters ΛΛΛ can always
be so deformed until they occupy the vertices of a regular k-gon in the unit circle, where
k “ 2l ` 1 is an odd integer, every vertex being occupied by one or more of the λi.
Therefore the topology of M1 (and that of N also) is totally described by this final con-
figuration, which can be specified by the multiplicities of those vertices, that is, by the
partition

n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk.

Observe that different partitions give different open sets S and therefore also different
reduced deformation spaces. It is clear that if we permute cyclically the numbers ni we
obtain again the same manifolds and deformation spaces, but it follows from the next result
that the cyclic order is relevant for their description.

It is shown in [49] that the topology of M1 is given as follows: Let di “ ni`ni`1` ¨ ¨ ¨`

ni`l´1 for i “ 1, . . . , k (the subscripts being taken modulo k). Let also

d “ mintd1, . . . , dku.

These numbers determine the topology of M1:
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Theorem 1. (1) If k “ 1 then M1 “ H.
(2) If k “ 3 then M1 “ S2n1´1 ˆ S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1.
(3) If k “ 2l ` 1 ą 3 then M1 is diffeomorphic to the connected sum of the manifolds
S2di´1 ˆ S2n´2di´2, i “ 1, . . . , k: M1 “ S2n1´1 ˆ S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1. For ` ą 1: M1 “

#2``1
j“1

`

S2di´1 ˆ S2n´2di´2
˘

.

The proof of parts (1) and (2) is quite direct, while the proof of part (3) is long and
complicated [49]. In what follows we shall only use the fact that the integral homology
groups of M1 coincide with those of the above described connected sum and the fact that
M1 is p2d ´ 2q-connected. The homology calculations (and part (2) of Theorem 1) were
first obtained by C. T. C. Wall ([80]). Thus our results will be independent of [49] and will
provide a simplified proof of some of the cases of Theorem 1.

3.6. Some examples of LVM.. In all the other cases (i.e., when M1 is simply connected)
we obtain new complex structures on manifolds. An intermediate situation is given by the
cases k “ 3, with n1 “ 2, n2 and n3 even, where one can show, using the fact that
each Cni can be considered as a quaternionic vector space, that N is diffeomorphic to
P1
C ˆ S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1. It is easy to see that in some cases N can be identified with the

product of P1
C with one of the Loeb-Nicolau complex structures on S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1. But

in other cases there is no simple way to stablish such an identification, and it is plausible
that these give new complex structures.

When k “ 3, n1 ą 2 we definitely get a manifold which is not a product, but a twisted
fibration over Pn1´1

C . In fact, N clearly fibers over Pn1´1
C with fiber S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1. This

fibration does have a section (recall that we are assuming that n1 “ d is not bigger than the

other ni) which is homotopic to the map Pn1´1
C Ñ N constructed in the Lemma in section

3. But, by the observation and the end of that section, the normal bundle of Pn1´1
C in N

is stably equivalent to the normal bundle of Pn1´1
C in Pn´1

C . By computing the Pontryagin
classes of this bundle one shows that it is not trivial. We therefore have:

Theorem 3. When 3 ď n1 ď n2 ď n3 there is a non-trivial pS2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1q-fibration

over Pn1´1
C with an (n´ 2)-dimensional space of complex structures.

When k ą 3 we get new complex structures on manifolds. We will give the complete
description of the underlying real smooth manifold only in the case where all ni “ 1 (so
n “ k “ 2l ` 1), where the computations and arguments are simpler. To do this we can
assume as before that the λi are the n-th roots of unity: λi “ ρi, ρ a primitive root.

In that case M1 is a parallelizable p2n ´ 3q-manifold with homology in the middle di-
mensions only, where it is free of rank n:

Hn´2pM1q “ Hn´1pM1q “ Zn

It follows from the Gysin sequence of the fibration M1 Ñ N (and from the order of its
Euler class found in section 3) that N has homology only in dimensions 2i, i “ 1, . . . , n´2
where it is free of rank 1, and in dimension 2l ´ 1 where it is free of rank 2l.

On the other hand, M1 is the boundary of a manifold Q constructed as follows:
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Let
Z “ tz P Cn | Σ<pλiq ziz̄i “ 0, Σziz̄i “ 1u.

Z is diffeomorphic to S2l´1ˆ S2l`1 (since the defining quadratic form has index 2l) and is
the union of two manifolds with boundary

Q˘ “ tz P Cn | Σ<pλiqziz̄i “ 0, ˘Σ=pλiqziz̄i ě 0, Σziz̄i “ 1u

whose intersection is M1.
The involution of Cn which interchanges the coordinates zi and zn´i preserves Z and

M1, and interchanges Q` with Q´. Therefore these two are diffeomorphic and M1 is an
equator of Z.

Let Q “ Q`. It follows now easily from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the triple
pS2l´1 ˆ S2l`1, Q,Q´q that HipQq “ 0 for i ‰ 2l ´ 1, 2l, in which case it is free of rank
l ` 1 and l, respectively, and that HipM1q Ñ HipQq is always surjective. Q is also simply
connected by Van Kampen’s Theorem. The Hurewicz and Whitehead Theorems now show
that all homology classes in Q can be represented by spheres which for dimensional reasons
can be assumed to be embedded in M by Whitney’s imbedding theorem. (This is enough
to show, using the h-cobordism theorem, that M1 is a connected sum, as described in
Theorem 1. in [49] and the argument used below. It is shown in [49] that these facts are
true in general, by a detailed description of all homology classes in M1).

The S1 scalar action leaves Q invariant, so the quotient R “ Q{S1 is a compact manifold
with boundary BR “ N . Now the fibration Q Ñ R again embeds in a diagram like 3 in
lemma It follows now from the cohomology Gysin sequence of the fibration Q Ñ R that
H2ipRq “ Z, i “ 0, . . . , l ´ 1 and H2l´1pRq “ Zl, all other homology groups being trivial.

Now we can embed, by lemma 3, Pl´1
C in R representing all even dimensional homology

classes, and l disjoint p2l´1q-spheres with trivial normal bundle representing the generators
of the corresponding homology group of R (since all these classes come from Q and are
therefore spherical, and their normal bundles are again stably equivalent to the trivial
normal bundle of S2l´1 in Pn´1

C ). Taking a tubular neighborhood of these manifolds and
joining them by tubes we get a manifold with boundary R1 whose inclusion in R induces
isomorphisms in homology groups. It follows from the h-cobordism theorem ([64]) that
N “ BR is diffeomorphic to BR1 which is a connected sum of simple manifolds. These are
l copies of S2l´1 ˆ S2l´1 and the boundary of the tubular neighborhood of Pl´1

C in R. By
the remark at the end of lemma we know that the normal bundle of this inclusion is stably
equivalent to the normal bundle of Pl´1

C in P2l
C . We have therefore proved the following

Theorem 4. For every l ą 1 there is a p2l ´ 1q-dimensional space of complex structures

on the connected sum of Pl´1
C ¯̂S2l and l copies of S2l´1 ˆ S2l´1, where Pl´1

C ¯̂S2l denotes

the total space of the S2l-bundle over Pl´1
C stably equivalent to the spherical normal bundle

of Pl´1
C in P2l

C .
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Observe that for l “ 2 we get a manifold which is close, but not equal, to the one constructed
by Kato and Yamada [44], where the first summand is a product. Both manifolds had been
considered before, from the point of view of group actions, by Goldstein and Lininger (see
[34]).

In general, these complex structures are very symmetric, in the sense that we can still
find holomorphic actions of large groups on them (see [48]). In particular, there is an action
of the complex, noncompact, (n ´ 2)-torus pC˚qn´2 on them with a dense orbit. In this
sense, our manifolds behave as toric varieties.

4. For m “ 1 and n ą 3 the manifolds N are not symplectic.

Theorem 2. For n ą 3, the manifold N “ NΛΛΛ is a compact, complex manifold that does
not admit a symplectic structure.

Proof. In fact it follows from the classification given by theorem 1 that the manifold depends
on the polygon of k vertices and for k “ 1 the manifold M1 is empty and M1 is a nontrivial
circle bundle over N . In general we have that M1 lies in the sphere S2n´1 and that N sits
inside the complex projective space Pn´1

C (but not as a holomorphic submanifold), so we
have an inclusion of S1-bundles:

M1 S2n´1

N Pn´1
C

π1 π2

where π1 and π2 are the restrictions of the canonical map π : Cnzt0u Ñ Pn´1 to M1 and
S2n´1 respectively.

We will prove first that the inclusion of N can be deformed down in Pn´1
C into a projective

subspace of low dimension d´ 1, but not lower. We will prove first the following:

Lemma 3. The above inclusion of S1-bundles embeds homotopically in the following se-
quence of bundle maps:

(Diagram)

S2d´1 Ñ M1 Ñ S2d´1 Ñ S2n´1
§

§

đ

§

§

đ

§

§

đ

§

§

đ

Pd´1
C Ñ N Ñ Pd´1

C Ñ Pn´1
C

where the composition of the bottom arrows is homotopic to the natural inclusion.
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Proof of lemma 3. If we put d coordinates zi “ 0 we obtain a new manifold M1pΛΛΛ
1q

where ΛΛΛ1 is a configuration of eigenvalues that is concentrated in l` 1 consecutive vertices
of the regular p2l`1q-gon. This configuration being in the Poincaré domain, it follows that
the above manifold is empty.
This means that the original M1pΛΛΛq does not intersect a linear subspace of Cn of codi-
mension d and that correspondingly N does not intersect an d-codimensional projective
subspace of Pn´1

C . Then the inclusion of N in Pn´1
C can be deformed into a complementary

projective subspace of dimension d´ 1, which gives the middle bundle map.
Now, M1 being p2d´ 2q-connected (by theorem 1), it follows that M1 Ñ N is a universal
S1-bundle for spaces of dimension less than 2d´1 (see [75] page 19) and therefore the Hopf

bundle over Pd´1
C admits a classifying map into it, which gives the first map in the bottom

row. The composition of the bottom maps also classifies this Hopf bundle and is therefore
homotopic to the natural inclusion, so the Lemma is proved. From the description of M1

it follows that M1 is simply connected, except for the cases k “ 3, d “ n1 “ 1. In these
cases the S1-action on M1 “ S1ˆS2n2´1ˆS2n3´1 can be concentrated on the first factor,
and therefore N is diffeomorphic to S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1. Unless n2 “ n3 “ 1 we have that
H2pNq “ 0 and N is not symplectic.
In all the other cases we have that d ą 1 and M1 is 2-connected. From the cohomology
Gysin sequence of the fibration M1 Ñ N it follows that H2pNq “ Z generated by the Euler
class e. However, it follows from the Lemma that

ed´1 ‰ 0

ed “ 0

so this class does not go up to the top cohomology group H2n´4pN,Zq, and it follows again
that N is not symplectic, and Theorem 2 is proved. �

Nevertheless, observe that N is a real algebraic submanifold of Pn´1
C since it is the regular

zero set of the (non holomorphic) function g : Pn´1
C Ñ R2 defined by

gprz1, . . . , znsq “
Σλiziz̄i
Σziz̄i

This implies that the normal bundle of N in Pn´1
C is trivial. Observe also that the map

Pd´1
C Ñ N in the Lemma is homotopic to an embedding, whose normal bundle is then

stably equivalent to the normal bundle of Pd´1
C in Pn´1

C .

4.1. Compact complex tori are the only Kähler LVM manifolds. Let k denote the
number of indispensable points (remember definition 8 above). By Carathéodory’s theorem
k ď 2m` 1 the maximum is attained only when n “ 2m` 1. One has:

Lemma 4. (1) S “ pC˚qk ˆ pCn´kzAq with A an analytic set of codimension at least
two in every point.

(2) This decomposition descends to a decomposition M1 “ pS1qk ˆM0 where M0 is a
real compact manifold which is 2-connected.
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Sketch of the proof. Let S “ CnzE, where E is a union of subspaces (see 3)

E “ tz P Cn | 0 R HpΛIzqu.

The components of codimension one are given by indices corresponding to indispensable
points in the configuration. This proves the first part. Since A is of complex codimension
at least 2 in every point pCn´kzAq is 2-connected, hence M0 is 2-connected, since they have
the same homotopy type. �
In examples (ii) and (iii) one obtains compact complex manifolds which are not symplectic
because the second de Rham cohomology group is trivial. This is in fact a general property
of the manifolds we obtain:

Theorem 3. Let ΛΛΛ be an admissible configuration as in definition 3 and NΛΛΛ the corre-
sponding compact complex manifold. The the following are equivalent:

(1) HpΛΛΛq is a simplex
(2) NΛΛΛ is symplectic.
(3) NΛΛΛ is Kähler.
(4) NΛΛΛ is a complex torus.
(5) n “ 2m` 1.

Sketch of the proof. It is easy to prove the equivalence of (3) and (4): If N is a complex
torus, one must have S “ pC˚qn hence all the Λi must be indispensable and in this case
the convex hull must be a simplex and n “ 2m` 1. If the convex hull is a simplex then as
in example (i) N is a compact complex torus.

The most difficult part is that (1) implies (4). One proves that by contradiction. Suppose
n ą 2m ` 1. As in the examples one must study the de Rham cohomology of N and to
prove that it is incompatible with the existence of a symplectic form.
We consider two cases:

1st case There exists indispensable points. From here one can deduce that the fibration
M Ñ N is trivial. Hence the decomposition M1 “ pS1qk ˆM0 of the previous lemma gives
a decomposition N “ pS1qk´1 ˆM0.
In other words if N has a symplectic structure it must be supported by pS1qk´1. The
maximal power of this symplectic form must be a volume form in N but that is only
possible only if k ´ 1 is equal to the real dimension of N , i.e. to 2n ´ 2m ´ 2. since
k ď 2m` 1 and n ą 2m` 1

second case: If there are not indispensable points then M is 2-connected and the fibration
M Ñ N is not topologically trivial. Therefore the second de Rham cohomology group of
N is generated by the Euler class of that fibration. Analyzing carefully this fibration one
shows that the Euler class is trivial. Therefore this class is not symplectic, the proof is
similar to that of theorem 4 �
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5. Meromorphic functions on the manifold NΛΛΛ

Many analytic properties of LVM manifolds are related to the arithmetic properties of
the configuration ΛΛΛ. One nice example of this fact is given by the following

Theorem 4. ([62] Theorem 4) Let N be a LVM manifold without indispensable point
Then the algebraic dimension of NΛΛΛ is equal to the dimension over Q of the Q-vector space
of rational solutions of the system S:

(S)

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

n
ř

i“1
siΛi “ 0

n
ř

i“1
si “ 0

The idea of the proof is very simple. If f is a meromorphic function on N , then it
can be lifted to a meromorphic function f̃ of S which is constant along the leaves of F̃ .
Since we have assumed that there is not an indispensable point lemma 8 implies that S is
obtained from Cn by removing an analytic subspace of codimension at least two at every
point. Therefore f̃ can be extended to all Cn by Levi’s extension theorem (see [8] p.26).

Furthermore f̃ must be invariant by the action given in (2). In particular f̃ must be

invariant by the standard action of C˚ on Cnzt0u, and descends to Pn´1
C . Therefore f̃ is

a rational function. We can show that the fact that f̃ is constant along the leaves of F
implies that an algebraic basis of these rational functions is given by the monomials

zs11 ¨ . . . ¨ zsnn ,

where ps1, . . . , snq is a rational basis of the vector space of solutions of system (S).

Example 1. Let n “ 5 et m “ 1, and:

Λ1 “ 1 Λ2 “ i Λ3 “ ´1´ i Λ4 “
3

2
i` 1 Λ5 “ ´i´

1

2
One verifies immediately that there are not indispensable points. The complex dimension

of N is 3 and its algebraic dimension is according to the preceding theorem 2. Indeed

fpzq “
z5

1z
5
2z

2
3

z6
4z

6
5

, gpzq “
z1z

2
2

z3z2
4

are meromorphic functions which are algebraically independent on N and in addition every
meromorphic function on N depends algebraically on f and g.

Recall that a connected Moishezon manifold M is a compact complex manifold such that
the field of meromorphic functions has transcendence degree equal the complex dimension
of the manifold.

When theorem 4 applies the algebraic dimension of N is at most n ´ 2m ´ 1 therefore
the dimension is strictly inferior to its dimension n ´m ´ 1. In other words: if there are
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not indispensable points N is not Moishezon. This happens if and only if ΛΛΛ is a simplex.
Hence we have the following:

Theorem 5. ([62] Theorem 3) The following are equivalent:

(i) N is Moishezon.
(ii) N is projective.
(iii) N is a complex projective torus.

Sketch of the proof. We follow the proof given by Frédéric Bosio in [12] p.1276-1277.
If I is a subset of t1, . . . , nu such that 0 is in the convex envelope of pΛiqiPI , then the
restriction of action (2) to the complex vector subspace of Cn given by the equations

zj “ 0 pour j R I

defines also a LVM manifold that we denote NI . Then this is a complex submanifold of N .
One can verify that if n ą 2m`1, i.e, there are points that can be eliminated, one can find
always submanifolds which have indispensable and in facr we can fine such a submanifold
with odd first Betti number. But if N is Moishezon then all of its complex subvarieties are
also Moishezon and therefore must have first Betti number even. �

Remark 11. Exactly this last argument implies that N is not Kähler if n ą 2m` 1.

6. Deformation theory

6.1. Small deformations. We will state without a proof a theorem of stability of LVM
manifolds under small deformations. Let ΛΛΛ be an admissible configuration and N the
associated LVM manifold. For ε ą 0, let pΛΛΛtq´εătăε be a small smooth perturbation of ΛΛΛ
(i.e, a smooth function from p´ε, εq to pCmqn such that ΛΛΛ0 “ ΛΛΛ “ pΛ1, . . . ,Λnq).

Since the Siegel and weak hyperbolicity conditions are open in pCmqn, if ε is sufficiently
small all the configurations pΛΛΛtq are admissibles. The manifold pε, εq,

Ť

tPpε,εq

Nt Ă Pn´1
C ˆ R

admits an obvious submersion over p´ε, εq with compact fibers. Ehresmann’ lemma implies
that all the Nt are diffeomorphic, however they are not necessarily biholomorphic it is
enough, for instance, to start with a configuration ΛΛΛ which verifies la condition (K) in
definition 12, and to perturb it in pCmqn)in order to obtain pΛΛΛqt which verify (H) in 12.
This way one obtains a non-trivial family of de LVM manifold NΛΛΛ parametrized by the
interval p´ε, εq.

On the other hand, if ΛΛΛ et ΛΛΛ1 are two admissible configurations such that ΛΛΛ1 is obtained
from ΛΛΛ1 by a complex affine transformation of Cm, i.e, there exists a complex affine trans-
formation A of Cm such that Λ1i “ ApΛiq for all i, one sees immediately since ApSΛΛΛq “ S 1
and A sends a Siegel leaf of the system corresponding to ΛΛΛ to a leaf corresponding to ΛΛΛ1

Definition 10. Let ΛΛΛ be an admissible configuration and NΛΛΛ the corresponding LVM
manifold. One calls space of parameters of NΛΛΛ the set of equivalence classes on an open
connected neighborhood of ΛΛΛ in pCmqn consisting of equivalence classes of admissible con-
figurations under the equivalence – given by ΛΛΛ – ΛΛΛ1 if and only if there exists a complex
affine transformation A such that ApΛΛΛq “ ApΛΛΛ1q.
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The weak hyperbolicity condition implies that ΛΛΛ affinely generates the space Cm ([68],
Lemma 1.1). Up to renumbering the vectors on can assume that pΛ1, . . . ,Λm`1q are affinely
independent. Given a sufficiently small open connected set of configurations in pCmqn
containing ΛΛΛ, one sees that every element in that open set can be transformed in a unique
way to a configuration where the first m` 1 vectors coincide with those ofΛΛΛ. Therefore:

Lemma 5. Let D be an space of parameters for NΛΛΛ. Then D can be identified with an
open connected subset of pCmqn´m´1.

Under these conditions on can construct a holomorphic family D of deformations of NΛΛΛ

parametrized by D. It is enough to consider the quotient of S ˆ D under the action in
formula 27 with parameters in D.

Theorem 6. ([62] Theorem 11) Let D be an space of parameters of the LVM manifold NΛΛΛ

corresponding to the configuration ΛΛΛ. Let D Ñ D be the associated family of deformation.
Then

(i) If S is at least 3-connected, the family D is a versal family of deformations of NΛΛΛ.
(ii) If S is at least 4-connected and Λi “ Λj if i “ j, the family D is universal

Hence under rather restrictive conditions we have that all the small deformations of NΛΛΛ

are obtained by just perturbing the configuration ΛΛΛ. However this is not the general case:
the Hopf surfaces don’t admit a universal family.

6.2. Rigidity and Versality for m “ 1. We consider the configuration corresponding
to the regular polygon with “ 2l ` 1 vertices (see section 3.5). Let n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk
be an ordered partition of n with d ě 4. Let ΛΛΛ “ pλ1, . . . , λkq, λi P C be the admissible
configuration where the multiplicity of λi is ni.

Recall that the complex structure on NpΛΛΛq does not vary within the affine equivalence
class of ΛΛΛ. We show now that the converse is true in most of the cases. These include in
particular all cases with k ą 5. It is plausible that the result is true in general.

Theorem 5. Let n “ n1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk be an ordered partition of n with d ‰ 2. Then any two
collections of eigenvalues corresponding to this partition give holomorphically equivalent
manifolds N if, and only if, they are affinely equivalent.

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition was observed above. For the necessity, if d “ 1 we
are in the Calabi-Eckmann case, and this was shown by Loeb and Nicolau ([53], proposition
12). For d ą 2 we follow their argument:

Let V “ S{C˚ which is an open subset of Pn´1
C . Then the complement of V in Pn´1

C is
a union of projective subspaces whose smallest codimension is d. By the results of Scheja
[74] we have that

H ipV,Oq “ H ipPn´1
C ,Oq for i ď d´ 2

where OX denotes the sheaf of holomorphic functions on a manifold. The second cohomol-
ogy groups were computed by Serre and are C in dimension 0 and trivial otherwise (see
e.g. [30] p.118).
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Now, let Oinv be the kernel of the map O Ñ O given by the Lie derivative along the
vector field ξ which generates the C action on V , so we have an exact sequence of sheaves:

0 ÝÑ Oinv Ñ O
Lξ
ÝÑ O ÝÑ 0

The associated cohomology exact sequence shows that, for d ě 3,
H1pV,Oinvq “ C, but this group can be identified with H1pN,Oq. Therefore this group is
also C and since it classifies the principal C-bundles over N , any two non-trivial principal
C-bundles over N differ by a scalar factor.

Let N1, N2 be two such manifolds which are holomorphically equivalent and consider
a biholomorphism φ : N1 Ñ N2. Over each Ni there is a principal C-bundle Vi Ñ Ni,
where the total space Vi is in both cases V , but is foliated in two different ways by the
projectivized leaves of each system. We have to lift φ to an equivalence of the principal
C-bundles Vi, which amounts to finding an equivalence between V1 and φ˚V2. Now V1

and φ˚V2 are non-trivial C-bundles (otherwise they would have sections, Ni would embed
holomorphically in Pn´1

C and would be a Kähler manifold, recall [81], p.182). By the
previous computation these differ by a scalar factor and there is an equivalence between
V1 and V2 preserving the leaves of the foliations. By Hartog’s Theorem this equivalence
extends to one of Pn´1

C into itself which must then necessarily be linear since the group of

biholomorphisms of Pn´1
C is the corresponding projective linear group. But then it follows

easily that the corresponding eigenvalues must be affinely equivalent, and Theorem 5 is
proved. �

Theorem 5 says that when d ‰ 2 the reduced deformation space of N injects into its
universal deformation space. For d “ 1 the question of whether the reduced deformation
space is universal or not depends on the existence of resonances among the λi (see [41],
[53]). For d ě 4 the situation is simpler and only depends on the condition that all the λi
be different:

Theorem 6. Let n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk be an ordered partition of n with d ě 4. Let Λ be a
collection of eigenvalues corresponding to this partition and assume that all λi are different.
Then the corresponding reduced deformation space of NpΛq is universal.

Proof: Following again [53] we consider the exact sequences of sheaves over V :

0 Ñ Θinv Ñ Θ
Lξ
ÝÑ Θ Ñ 0

0 Ñ Oinvξ Ñ Θinv Ñ Θb Ñ 0

where Θ denotes the sheaf of holomorphic vector fields on a manifold and Θinv and Θb are
defined by these sequences. Now again by Scheja [74] we have

H ipV,Θq “ H ipPn´1
C ,Θq for i ď d´ 2
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H0pPn´1
C ,Θq is the space of holomorphic global vector fields on Pn´1

C (all of which are
linear) and can be identified with the space of nˆ n matrices modulo the scalar ones. For
i ą 0, H ipPn´1

C ,Θq “ 0.
The first sequence above gives a cohomology exact sequence for d ě 4:

0 Ñ H0pΘinvq Ñ H0pΘq
Lξ
ÝÑ H0pΘq Ñ H1pΘinvq Ñ 0.

Since ξ corresponds to the diagonal matrix with entries λi and these are different, the
kernel and cokernel of Lξ can be identified with the space of diagonal matrices modulo the
scalar ones, so H1pΘinvq is a space of dimension n´ 1. The class of ξ in this vector space
is non-zero.

From the exact sequences of sheaves we have the diagram:

H0pΘbq Ñ H1pOinvq Ñ H1pΘinvq Ñ H1pΘbq Ñ 0
Ò – Ò

H0pOq Ñ H0pΘq

where the two middle horizontal maps are induced by multiplication by ξ. Since the lower one is
injective by the above remark, it follows that so is the upper one and that H1pΘbq is of dimension
n´ 2.

Now it is easy to see that HipΘbq is isomorphic to HipN,Θq. It follows that H1pN,Θq is of
dimension n ´ 2 and is the tangent space to the universal deformation space of N . Since we
have shown that the reduced deformation space is smooth, has dimension n ´ 2 and injects into
this universal space, it follows that it is itself a universal deformation space and Theorem 6 is
proved. �
Observe that in Theorem 4 for l ě 4 the space of complex structures is the universal deformation
space for any of its members.

6.3. Global deformation theory of LVM manifolds. Here the deformation theory of equivari-
ant LVM manifolds is explained and then together with the reconstruction theorem we conclude
that this implies the existence of the moduli stack of torics.

Let Λ be an admissible configuration. We want to describe the set MΛ of G-biholomorphism
classes of LVM manifolds NΛ1 such that SΛ1 is equal to SΛ up to a permutation of coordinates in
Cn.

We assume that Λ satisfies (15) and

(1) Λi is indispensable ðñ i ď k

that is, the k indispensable points are the first k vectors of the configuration. In the same way,
every class rNΛ1s of MΛ can be represented by a configuration Λ1 satisfying (15), (1) and

(2) S :“ SΛ “ SΛ1 .

Remark 12. Condition (2) is equivalent to KΛ being combinatorially equivalent to KΛ1 with same
numbering (35). Observe that because of our convention (1), having the same numbering implies
having the same number of indispensable points.

Now, observe that, because of (15), there exists an affine transformation T of Cm sending Λ onto
a configuration (which we still denote by Λ) whose first m` 1 vectors satisfies

(3) Λ1 “ ie1, Λ2´Λ1 “ e1, . . . , Λm`1´Λ1 “ em, where pe1, . . . , emq is the canonical basis of Cm.
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It is straightforward to check that this does not change NΛ up to G-biholomorphism. In the
same way, each class of MΛ can be represented by an element Λ1 satisfying (15), (1), (2) and (3).
We call S-normalized configuration such a configuration.

Let TΛ be the set of S-normalized configurations. This is an open and connected set in pCmqn´m´1.

Assume now that NΛ1 is G-biholomorphic to NΛ. Then, GΛ and GΛ1 as subgroups of AutpNΛq,
respectively AutpNΛ1q are isomorphic Lie groups. Hence, their universal cover are isomorphic as
Lie groups, that is, using the presentation given in Proposition 6, there exists a matrix M in
GLn´m´1pCq which sends the lattice of GΛ bijectively onto that of GΛ1 . Using notations (16) and
(17), this means that there exists a matrix P in SLn´1pZq such that

(4) MpId,BΛA
´1
Λ q “ pId,BΛ1A

´1
Λ1 qP.

Decomposing P as

(5) P “

ˆ

P1 P2

Q1 Q2

˙

with P1 a square matrix of size n´m´ 1 and Q2 a square matrix of size m, we obtain

(6) MBΛA
´1
Λ “ pP1 `BΛ1A

´1
Λ1 Q1qBΛA

´1
Λ “ P2 `BΛ1A

´1
Λ1 Q2.

Because of (3), this means that

(7) tBΛ “ p
tP2 `

tQ2
tBΛ1qp

tP1 `
tQ1

tBΛ1q
´1

that is

Proposition 1. Let Λ and Λ1 be two S-normalized configurations. Then NΛ and NΛ1 are G-
biholomorphic if and only if Λ and Λ1 satisfies (7).

Thus, MΛ is the quotient of TΛ by the action of SLn´1pZq described in (7). We claim

Proposition 2. If the number k of indispensable points is less than m` 1, then the moduli space
MpXq is an orbifold.

Proof From the previous description, it is enough to prove that the stabilizers of action (7) are
finite. Let f be a G-biholomorphism of NΛ. Set

(8) S1 “ tw P Cn´m´1 | p1, . . . , 1, wq P Su.
Observe that (8) is a covering of the quotient N1 of SXtz1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zm`1 “ 0u by the action (27). Indeed,
we have a commutative diagram

(9)

pC˚qn´m´1 ÝÝÝÝÑ S1 ÝÝÝÝÑ S
§

§

đ

§

§

đ

§

§

đ

GΛ ÝÝÝÝÑ N1 ÝÝÝÝÑ NΛ

where the horizontal maps are inclusions and the first two vertical ones are coverings.
Then, up to composing with a permutation of Cn, we may assume that f sends N1 onto itself.

Because of assumption (1), the set (8) is a 2-connected open subset of Cn´m´1, hence the restric-
tion of f to N1, say f1, lifts to a biholomorphic map F1 of (8). More precisely, S1 is equal to
Cn´m´1 minus a finite union of codimension 2 vector subspaces, hence by Hartogs, F1 extends as
a biholomorphism of Cn´m´1.
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On the other hand, the restriction of f to GΛ preserves GΛ and lifts as a biholomorphism F̃ of
its universal covering Cn´m´1. And we have a commutative diagram

(10)

Cn´m´1 expp2iπ´q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pC˚qn´m´1

F̃

§

§

đ

§

§

đ

F1

Cn´m´1 expp2iπ´q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pC˚qn´m´1

But, since the linear map F̃ “ M must preserve the abelian subgroup of Proposition 6, using (3)
and (4), we have

(11) F̃ pz ` eiq “ F̃ pzq ` P1ei :“ F̃ pzq `
n´m´1
ÿ

j“1

aijej

that is Q1 is equal to 0. But through (10), this implies that

(12) F1pwq “
´

w
a1j

1 ¨ ¨ ¨w
an´m´1j

n´m´1

¯n´m´1

j“1

Now, recall that F1 is a biholomorphism of the whole Cn´m´1, so must send a coordinate hyper-
plane onto another one without ramifying. This shows that P1 “ paijq is a matrix of permutation.
Hence every stabilizer is a subgroup of the group of permutations with n ´m ´ 1 elements, so is
finite.

Example 2. Tori. Let n “ 2m` 1, then there are 2m` 1 indispensable points, S is pC˚qn and N
is a compact complex torus of dimension m [62, Theorem 1]. The associate polytope K is reduced
to a point and N “ G. The moduli space M is equal to the moduli space of compact complex tori
of dimension m, which is not an orbifold for m ą 1.

Example Hopf surfaces. Let n “ 4 and m “ 1, then there are two indispensable points and S
is pC˚q2ˆC2ztp0, 0qu. A S-admissible configuration is given by a couple complex numbers pλ3, λ4q

belonging to

(13) tz P C | <z ă 0 and <z ă =zu.
The manifold NΛ is equal to the diagonal Hopf surface obtained by taking the quotient of C2ztp0, 0qu
by the group generated by

(14) pz, wq ÞÝÑ pexp 2iπpλ3 ´ λ1q ¨ z, pexp 2iπpλ4 ´ λ1q ¨ wq

Two points pλ3, λ4q and pλ13, λ
1
4q with coordinates in (13) are equivalent if and only if their

difference is in the lattice Z ‘ Z or if the difference of pλ3, λ4q by the switched pλ14, λ
1
3q is in this

lattice. The isotropy group of a point is Z2 for the diagonal λ3 “ λ4 and is zero elsewhere. The
moduli space is an orbifold.

Observe that not all Hopf surfaces are obtained as LVM-manifolds, but only the linear diagonal
ones. Now, they coincide with the set of Hopf surfaces that are equivariant compactifications of
pC˚q2.

(b) Generalized Hopf manifolds.

When n1 “ n2 “ 1 the manifold N is diffeomorphic to S1 ˆ S2n3´1. Here the mapping exp :
C2 ˆ pCn3z0q Ñ S “ pC˚q2 ˆ pCn3z0q given by exppζ1, ζ2, ζq “ pe

ζ1 , eζ2 , ζq can be used to identify
N with the quotient of Cn3z0 by the action of Z defined by the multipliers
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αi “ exp

ˆ

2πi
λ2`i ´ λ2

λ1 ´ λ2

˙

, i “ 1, . . . , n3.

In this case we obtain all complex structures on S1ˆS2n3´1 having Cnz0 as universal cover when
there is no resonance among the αi. But in the resonant case we do not obtain all such complex
structures since we do not obtain the non-linear resonant cases of Haefliger. It is clear that, in order
to obtain the latter, one must look at the resonant non-linear versions of equation (1).

(c) Generalized Calabi-Eckmann manifolds.

When n1 “ 1 and n2, n3 are both greater than 1 we have seen that the manifold N is diffeomor-
phic to S2n2´1ˆS2n3´1. Here the mapping exp : CˆpCn2z0qˆpCn3z0q Ñ S “ C˚ˆpCn2z0qˆpCn3z0q
given by exppζ, ζ1, ζ2q “ pe

ζ , ζ1, ζ2q can be used to identify N with the quotient of pCn2z0qˆpCn3z0q
by the action of C defined by the linear differential equation with eigenvalues λ1i “ 2πipλi´λ1q, i “
2, . . . , n. This is exactly the construction of the Loeb-Nicolau complex structure corresponding to
a linear system of equations of Poincaré type [53].

Observe that in their construction only the quotients of the eigenvalues of the system are relevant
for the definition of the complex structure on N , so once again only the quotients λi´λk

λj´λk
of our

original eigenvalues count.
Again we obtain all their examples of complex structures on S2n2´1S2n3´1 when there is no

resonance among the λ1i. But, once more, in the resonant case we do not obtain all their complex
structures since we do not obtain the non-linear resonant examples.

Observe that in all the cases considered in this section only the quotients λi´λk

λj´λk
are relevant in

the description of the complex structure of N (in accordance with the observation made in section
2 that affinely equivalent configurations of eigenvalues with the same S give the same complex
structure) and that they are actually moduli of that complex structure.

7. LVM manifolds as equivariant compactifications

Theorem 4 has a deeper explanation related to the structure of NΛΛΛ and the arithmetic properties
of ΛΛΛ. In fact S contains always pC˚qn as an open and dense subset invariant under the foliation

F̃ . If we pass to the quotient under the action of (27) one obtains that NΛΛΛ has as an open subset

GΛΛΛ, which is the quotient of pC˚qn by F̃ . Since F̃ is defined by the action (27) and this action
commutes with the group structure of the multiplicative group de pC˚qn, it follows that GΛΛΛ itself
is a connected commutative complex Lie group. In other words:

Theorem 7. ([55]) NΛΛΛ is the equivariant compactification of a complex commutative Lie group
GΛΛΛ.

Remark 13. In some sense, this theorem is the principal reason of the interconnection between
LVMB manifolds, toric varieties, convex polytopes and moment-angle manifolds

Definition 11. A connected complex Lie group G is called Cousin group (or toroidal group in [43])
if any holomorphic function on it is constant [1].

Proposition 3. Cousin groups are commutative. Moreover, they are quotients of a complex vector
space V by a discrete additive subgroup of V [1].

Proposition 4. Any commutative connected complex Lie group G can be written in a unique way
as a product G “ C ˆ Cl ˆ pC˚qr where C is a Cousin group (l, r ě 0).
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Proposition 5. A commutative complex Lie group is Cousin if and only if it does not have non-
trivial characters.

Observe that pC˚qn acts by multiplication on the space of Siegel leaves SΛΛΛ with an open and
dense orbit, making it a toric variety. This action commutes with projectivization and with (27),
making of NΛ an equivariant compactification of an abelian Lie group, say GΛΛΛ. A straightforward
computation shows the following [63, p.27]

Proposition 6. Assume that

(15) rankC

ˆ

Λ1 . . . Λm`1

1 . . . 1

˙

“ m` 1.

Then GΛΛΛ is isomorphic to the quotient of Cn´m´1 by the Zn´1 abelian subgroup generated by
pId,BΛA

´1
Λ q where

(16) AΛ “
tpΛ2 ´ Λ1, . . . ,Λm`1 ´ Λ1q

and

(17) BΛ “
tpΛm`2 ´ Λ1, . . . ,Λn´1 ´ Λ1q.

Remark 14. It is easy to prove that

rankC

ˆ

Λ1 . . . Λn
1 . . . 1

˙

“ m` 1.

(cf. [68, Lemma 1.1] in the LVM case). Hence, up to a permutation, condition (15) is always
fulfilled.

We say that NΛ and NΛ1 are G-biholomorphic if they are pGΛ, GΛ1q-equivariantly biholomorphic.

Remark 15. When S is pC˚qn, one has N “ G is a compact complex Lie group and therefore a
compact complex torus. This is a direct proof of the example presented in 2

The structure of groups like GΛΛΛ is well-known [67]. Since we know that the dimension of GΛΛΛ is
equal to that of N we obtain that GΛΛΛ is the quotient of pC˚qn´m´1 by a discrete multiplicative
subgroup Γ. The group GΛΛΛ is sometimes called a semi torus i.e, there exists a short equivariant
exact sequence

0 ÝÑ pC˚qn´m´1 ÝÑ GΛΛΛ ÝÑ T ÝÑ 0

where T is an appropriate compact complex torus of dimension n´m´ 1.

Furthermore, the group GΛΛΛ is isomorphic to pC˚qa ˆ C, where a ě 0 and C is a Cousin group.
Compact Cousin groups are just complex tori. However there are non-compact Cousin group, for
instance If C “ pC˚qn´m´a´1{Γ0, and Γ0 is a “sufficiently generic” discrete subgroup in order to
have that any holomorphic function on pC˚qn´m´a´1 which is invariant under Γ0 must be constant
then any holomorphic function on the quotient is constant.

In our case, any holomorphic function on G extends to a meromorphic function on NΛΛΛ. Then
theorem 2 shows is the following:

Proposition 7. If NΛΛΛ does not have an indispensable point, then the algebraic dimension of NΛΛΛ is
equal to the dimension a of the factor C˚ in the associated decomposition G “ pC˚qa ˆ C.

Hence we obtain the following.
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Corollary 1. ([62] Proposition IV.1.) Let NΛΛΛ be an LVM manifold which is the equivariant com-
pactification of the connected complex abelian Lie group GΛΛΛ. Suppose NΛΛΛ is without indispensable
points. Then one has an equivalence:

(i) NΛΛΛ does not have non-constant meromorphic functions
(ii) GΛΛΛ is a Cousin group, i.e, every holomorphic function on GΛΛΛ is constant
(iii) System S has no solution in the rationals.

8. Toric varieties and Generalized Calabi-Eckmann fibrations

Let ΛΛΛ “ pΛ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λnq be a configuration which is admissible i.e, it satisfies both the Siegel and
weak hyperbolicity conditions as before.

Consider the system of equations:

(S)

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

n
ř

i“1

siΛi “ 0

n
ř

i“1

si “ 0

Definition 12. We say that the configuration ΛΛΛ satisfies condition (K) if the dimension over Q
of the vector space of rational solutions of the system S above is maximal, in other words is of
dimension n´ 2m´ 1.

Observe that any linear diagonal holomorphic vector field

ξ “
n
ÿ

i“1

αizi
B

Bzi

on Cn projects onto a holomorphic vector field on N . In particular, let

Λi “ pλ
1
i , . . . , λ

m
i q 1 ď i ď n

and define the m commuting vector fields on S

(VF) ηipzq “

C

Re Λi

n
ÿ

j“1

zj
B

Bzj

G

“

n
ÿ

j“1

<pλijqzj
B

Bzj
1 ď i ď m

for i between 1 and m. The composition of the (holomorphic) flows of these vector fields gives an
action of Cm on N . The following Theorem is proven in [62], as a generalization of a result of J.J.
Loeb and M. Nicolau [54].

Theorem 8. ([62], Theorem 7) The projection onto N of the vector fields pη1, . . . , ηmq gives
on N a regular holomorphic foliation G of dimension m. Moreover, the foliation G is transversely
Kählerian with respect to ω, the canonical Euler form of the bundle M1 Ñ N (see definition 7).

Recall that transversely Kählerian means that
(i) G is the kernel of ω.
(ii) ω is closed and real.
(iii) The quadratic form hp´,´q “ ωpJ´,´q ` iωp´,´q (where J denotes the almost complex
structure of N) defines a hermitian metric on the normal bundle to the foliation.
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We note that this Theorem gives non-trivial examples of transversely Kählerian foliations on
compact complex manifolds.

The aim of this Section is to study the quotient space of N by G. Observe that it can be obtained
as the quotient space of S by the action induced by the action S.

Going back to the abelian group GΛΛΛ of theorem 7, we see that its Lie algebra is generated by the
linear vector fields ziB{Bzi for i “ 1, . . . , n. Due to the quotient by (S), they only generate a vector
space of dimension n ´ m ´ 1 as needed. Amongst these n ´ m ´ 1 linearly independent vector
fields, we can find m of them which extend to SΛΛΛ without zeros and which generates a locally free
action of Cm onto SΛΛΛ. For example, we can take the commuting vector fields in formula VF above.

Definition 13. (Canonical foliation). We denote by G “ GΛΛΛ the foliation induced by this action.
This is the canonical foliation of NΛΛΛ

It is easy to check that G is independent of the choice of vector fields. Indeed, changing the vector
fields just means changing the parametrization of G, that is changing the Cm-action by taking a
different basis of Cm.

Pull back the Fubini-Study form of Pn´1 to the embedding (30). This is the canonical Euler
form ω of Λ, as defined in definition 7. It is a representative of the Euler class of a particular
S1-bundle associated to NΛΛΛ, hence the name. Then G is transversely Kähler with transverse Kähler
form ω. For our purposes, we will not focus on ω but on the ray Rą0ω it generates Recall that ΛΛΛ
fulfills condition (K) if 32 admits a basis of solutions with integer coordinates; and that ΛΛΛ fulfills
condition (H) if S does not admit any solution with integer coordinates. If condition K in definition
12 is fulfilled, then G is a foliation by compact complex tori and the quotient space is a projective
toric orbifold, see [68] which contains a thorough study of this case.

We just note here that, even if condition (K) in definition 12 is not satisfied, the foliation G has
some compact orbits. Indeed, let I be a vertex of KΛ. Then, by (34), 0 belongs to HpΛΛΛIcq, so by
[68, Lemma 1.1],

(18) rankC

ˆ

Λic1 . . . Λic2m`1

1 . . . 1

˙

“ m` 1.

Hence, up to performing a permutation, we may assume at the same time (15) and

(19) I X t1, . . . ,m` 1u “ H.

Definition 14. An n-dimensional toric variety W (possibly singular) is an algebraic variety with
an open and dense subset biholomorphic to pC˚qn such that the natural action of pC˚qn extends
to a holomorphic action on all af W . In other words: a toric variety of complex dimension n is an
algebraic variety which is an equivariant compactification of the abelian algebraic torus pC˚qn.

We have

Proposition 8. For each vertex I of KΛΛΛ, the corresponding submanifold NI is a compact complex
torus of dimension m and is a leaf of F . Moreover, assume that Λ satisfies (15) and (19). Then,
letting BI denote the matrix obtained from (17) by erasing the rows Λi´Λ1 for i P I, the torus NI
is isomorphic to the torus of lattice pId,BIA

´1
ΛΛΛ q.

The following theorem is the fundamental connection between toric varieties with at most quo-
tient singularities (i.e, quasi-regular varieties) and LVM manifolds.
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Theorem 9. ([68] Theorem A) Let N be one of our manifolds corresponding to a configuration
which satisfies condition (K) in definition 12. Then N is a Seifert-Orlik fibration in complex tori of
dimension m over a quasi-regular, projective, toric variety of dimension n´2m´1. More precisely:
Let ΛΛΛ be an admissible configuration satisfying condition (K) Then

(1) The leaves of the foliation G of NΛΛΛ are compact complex tori of dimension m.
(2) The quotient space of NΛΛΛ by G is a projective toric variety of dimension n ´ 2m ´ 1. We

denote it by Xp∆q, where ∆ is the corresponding fan.
(3) The toric variety Xp∆q comes equipped with an equivariant orbifold structure.
(4) The natural projection π : N Ñ Xp∆q is a holomorphic principal Seifert bundle, with

compact complex tori of dimension m as fibers.
(5) The transversely Kählerian form ω of N projects onto a Kählerian (singular at the singular

locus of Xp∆q as a variety) form ω̃ of Xp∆q.

Moreover, condition (K) is optimal with respect to these properties in the sense that the foliation
G of a configuration which does not satisfy it has non-compact leaves, so item 1 is not verified.

9. Idea of the proof of theorem 9

9.1. Toy example. We start with an example that shows the close relationship between LVM
manifolds and Calabi-Eckmann manifolds

Example 3. Consider the admissible configuration given by

Λ1 “ Λ2 “ 1 Λ3 “ i Λ4 “ ´1´ i.

We have seen in 3.3 that the manifold corresponding N is diffeomorphic to S1 ˆ S3, i.e, N is a
primary Hopf surface primaire. One knows ([8] Chapter V, Proposition 8.18) that such a surface
contains either exactly two elliptic curves or else it is an elliptic fibration over P1

C. In addition these
two cases are distinguished by their algebraic dimensions: in the first case the algebraic dimension
is 0 and in the second it is 1.

Although theorem 4 does not apply directly here since the configuration has two indispensable
points one still has that the algebraic dimension of N is greater or equal to a, the number of rational
solutions which are Q-linearly independent of system S. Here a “ 1, the solutions of system S are
generated by

s1 “ 1 s2 “ ´1 s3 “ 0 s4 “ 0

It follows that the algebraic dimension of N is equal to one and that N fibers over P1
C with fiber

an elliptic curve.
Let us now consider Λj “ aj ` ibj and the following action of C2 in P3

C:

(‚) ppt1, t2q, rzsq P pC˚q2 ˆ P3
C ÞÝÑ rzi ¨ t

ai
1 ¨ t

bi
2 s

i“4
i“1 “ rz1t1, z2t1, z3t2, z4{pt1t2qs P P3

C

Let us restrict this action to V (the projection to P3
C of the open set of Siegel leaves of the system

definition 5 )

V “ trzs P P3
C | pz1, . . . , z4q P pC2ztp0, 0quq ˆ pC˚q2u

The projection

rz1, . . . , z4s P V ÞÝÑ rz1, z2s P P1
C

is invariant invariante under the action ‚ , hence the quotient of V under the action can be identified
with P1

C.
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Consider now the action 27 of C on V (definition 5). This action commutes with the action of
of pC˚q2, hence it respects the projection. In fact, the inclusion

T P C ÞÝÑ pt1 “ expT, t2 “ exp iT q P pC˚q2

intertwines the two actions: N is given by the action (‚) of pC˚q2 restricted to couples pt1, t2q on
its image. So one has the commutative diagram:

V Id
ÝÑ V

§

§

đ

§

§

đ

N
p
ÝÑ Pn´1

C

On the other hand the fibers of the projection in the righthand side are biholomorphic to pC˚q2,
and the fibers in the lefthand side are biholomorphic to C. The the fibers of p are given by the
quotient of pC˚q2 C where C acts on pC˚q2 by the inclusion defined above. A direct calculation
shows that the fibers are elliptic curves isomorphic to the quotient of C˚ by the group generated
by the homothety z Ñ exp 2π ¨ z. In this way we obtain the elliptic fibration of N over P1

C.

Everything in the preceding example can be generalized to the case of any manifold N “ NΛΛΛ

where ΛΛΛ verifies condition (K) in definition 12 . Let

1 ď j ď n Λj “ aj ` ibj

and consider the action of C2m onr Pn´1
C given by the formula:

pR,S, rzsq P Cm ˆ Cm ˆ Pn´1
C ÞÝÑ rzj ¨ exp xaj , Ry ¨ exp xbj , Sys

n
j“1 P Pn´1

C

Since N verifies condition (K) in definition 12, up to replacing the configuration
ΛΛΛ by ApΛΛΛq where A is an appropriate real affine transformation of R2m » Cm one can assume

that the real and imaginary parts of each Λj are vectors belonging to the lattice Zm ([68] Lemma
2.4):

This means that the preceding action of C2m on Pn´1
C is equivalent to an algebraic action of

pC˚q2m on Pn´1
C

(8) pt, s, rzsq P pC˚qm ˆ pC˚qm ˆ Pn´1
C ÞÝÑ rz1 ¨ t

a1 ¨ sb1 , . . . , zn ¨ t
an ¨ sbns P Pn´1

C

where aj and bj belong to Zm. Here taj (respectively sbj ) means t
a1
j

1 ¨. . .¨t
amj
m (respectively s

b1j
1 ¨. . .¨s

bmj
m ).

When one restricts the action (8) to V (5), one can show that one obtains as quotient a projective
toric variety X. In fact this procedure is precisely the construction of toric varieties as GIT
(Geometric Invariant Theory) quotients by de David Cox in [20]. One simply verifies that the open
set V Ă Pn´1

C corresponds to the semi-stable points for the natural linearization of Cn Ñ Pn´1
C

([68], Lemma 2.12). Since in our case the quotient is a geometric quotient (the orbit space which is
Hausdorff) and not a quotient where one identifies instead the closure of the orbits, one deduces that
the semi-stable points are in fact stable and, via [20], that the quotient is a projective quasi-regular
toric variety i.e, it possesses at worst quotient singularities,

Let i be the inclusion: T P Cm i
ÞÝÑ pexpT, exp iT q P pC˚qm ˆ pC˚qm

Like in the toy example one can restrict the action (8) to the pairs in pC˚qmˆpC˚qm that are in
the image of i. This way one obtains an algebraic action of Cm on V. This action is precisely the
action of formula (2). One obtains the same type of commutative diagram as in the toy example:
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(CE)

V V

N X

Id

p

A calculation shows that the fibers of p : NΛΛΛ Ñ X are compact complex tori of complex dimension
m. This is equivalent to showing that every isotropy group under the action is a lattice isomorphic
to Z2m. In fact this lattice can be explicitly calculated here is where one uses the rationality
condition (K) in definition 12. The lattice is constant in an open an dense set (in the Hausdorff or
Zariski topology) but it could have special fibers that are finite quotients of the typical fibre (all
the fibers are isogenous). In other words: the projection p corresponds to the quotient (i.e, the
orbit space) of N by the holomorphic action of a compact complex torus of complex dimension m
acting with finite isotropy groups. This implies that X has the structure structure of an orbifold
such that p : N Ñ X is a Seifert-Orlik fibration [70].

Remark 16. The pre-image under p : N Ñ X of a singular point of X is necessarily a special fiber.
However there could be above regular points special fibers. In fact, the locus on the base X having
special fibers could be of codimension one but the singular locus of X as a normal projective toric
manifold must have codimension at least two. The reason of this difference is that X is an orbifold
in addition to being toric and this structure could have “fake” codimension one singularities. For
instance in the examples 3.3 of if one replaces Λ2 “ 1 by Λ2 “ p, one constructs a Hopf surface
with an elliptic fibratio over P1

C having two singular points of orbifold type and one or two special
fibers.

Theorem 9 has the following corollary:

Corollary 2. Let N satisfy the conditions of theorem 9. Then the algebraic reduction of N is a
quasi-regular, projective, toric variety of dimension n´ 2m´ 1.

As a particular case of the previous theorem one recovers the elliptic fibrations used by E. Calabi
et B. Eckmann to provide the product of spheres S2p´1ˆS2q´1 (for p ą 1 et q ą 1) with a complex
structure. This generalization is given by the following

Definition 15. A generalized Calabi-Eckmann fibration is the fibration obtained by the previous
theorem.

Since we know, fixing m and n, that the set of configurations satisfying condition (K) in definition
12 is dense in the space of admissible configurations on obtains:

Corollary 3. Every manifold N corresponding to an admissible configuration is a small deforma-
tion of a generalized Calabi-Eckmann fibration

Remark 17. All the fibers are isogeneous complex tori.

In the case where Xp∆q “ PpC ˆ PqC with its manifold structure, then the fibration is the one in
elliptic curves

S2p`1 ˆ S2q`1 Ñ CP p ˆ CP q

where S2p`1ˆS2q`1 is endowed with a Calabi-Eckmann complex structure (see [18]). This explains
the following definition
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Definition 16. Definition 2.11 We call such a Seifert bundle N Ñ Xp∆q a generalized Calabi-
Eckmann fibration over Xp∆q.

Corollary 4. Let ΛΛΛ be an admissible configuration satisfying condition (K). Let z P S and let

Jz “ ti1, . . . , ipu “ t1 ď i ď n | zi “ 0u

Then,

(1) The lattice in Cm of the orbit through z is 2πL˚
pJzq

c .

(2) The orbit through z is an exceptional orbit if and only if L0 Ĺ LpJzqc . In this case, it is a
finite unramified quotient of the generic orbit of degree the index of L0 in LpJzqc .

The construction in the preceding section is completely reversible. Let X be a quasi-regular toric
projective variety (i.e, if it has singularities they are quotient singularities) then the construction
by David Cox in[20] permits to realize X as the quotient of an open set Xss by a linear algebraic
action of pC˚qp like the one given in formula (8) above. One can arrange this action in order to
have p even and set m “ p{2. Then one defines the configuration by the formulae:

(Realization of ΛΛΛ) ΛΛΛ “ tΛj “ aj ` ibj | 1 ď j ď nu

where the natural numbers aj bj are the weights (like in formula (8) ) of the algebraic action of
pC˚q2m “ pC˚qmˆpC˚qm and one induces an action of Cm on Xss via the inclusion i defined above.
To achieve one uses the following technical lemma found in ([68], Lemmas 2.12 et 4.9.):

Lemma 6. ([68], Lemmas 2.12 et 4.9.) With the previous definition the configuration ΛΛΛ is
admissible and satisfies condition (K) in definition 12 . In addition the open set VpΛΛΛq (see definition
5) is equal to Xss.

One can show without difficulty that the variety X obtained by Cox construction is the gener-
alized Calabi-Eckmann fibration associated to NΛΛΛ via the commutative diagram CE.
Therefore one the following theorem which is the reciprocal of theorem 9:

Theorem 10. Let X be a projective, quasi-regular, toric variety. Then there exists m ą 0 and
a manifold N corresponding to an admissible configuration which admits a generalized Calabi-
Eckmann over X and whose fibres are complex torii of complex dimension m.

Furthermore, if X is nonsingular (smooth), one can choose m and N such that the fibration is
a holomorphic principal fibration.

Remark 18. The previous theorem motivated a possible definition of non-commutative toric va-
rieties and its deformations (usual toric varieties are rigid). See [4, 46].

Example 4. ([68], Proposition I.) (Hirzebruch surfaces) Let a P N. Then the manifold NΛΛΛ

associated to the admissible configuration ΛΛΛ “ tΛ1,Λ2,Λ3,Λ4,Λ5u with

Λ1 “ Λ4 “ 1 Λ2 “ i Λ3 “ p2a
2 ` 3aq ` ip2a` 1q Λ5 “ ´2pa` 1q ´ 2i

is diffeomorphic to S3 ˆ S3 and it is a principal fibration in elliptic curves over the Hirzebruch
surface Fa.

The existence of such manifold was noticed by H. Maeda dans [57].
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9.2. Examples. In this subection, we shall use the following facts (which are proven in [52]). Let
ΛΛΛ “ pλ1, . . . , λ5q be an admissible configuration with m “ 1 and n “ 5. Then, the classification of
NΛΛΛ up to diffeomorphism is completely determined by k, the number of indispensable points. We
have

k “ 0 ðñ N is the quotient of ###p5qpS3 ˆ S4q by a non-trivial action of S1

k “ 1 ðñ N is diffeomorphic to S3 ˆ S3

k “ 2 ðñ N is diffeomorphic to pS5 ˆ S1q

where ###p5qS3 ˆ S4 denotes the connected sum of five copies of S3 ˆ S4. In all of the following
examples, we shall give the fans in R2 with canonical basis pe1, e2q and lattice Z2, or in R with
canonical basis e1 and lattice Z.

Remark 19. In the examples that follow we also use the very technical fact, proven in [68], that
given the fan ∆ of a toric variety with quotient singularities one can recover the configuration ΛΛΛ
satisfying condition (K) of definition 12. In particular one can recover from the fan the number of
equations m and the dimension n to have an admissible action of Cm on Cn..

Example 5. Consider the complete fan ∆ generated by

w1 “ e1 w2 “ e2 w3 “ ´e1 ´ e2

of the complex projective space CP 2. There is a unique class of Kähler classes (in the sense of
Theorem G in [68]), which is that of the (Chern class) of the anti-canonical divisor. Up to scaling
and up to translation, the polytope Q is defined as

Q “ tu P R2 | xw1, uy ě ´1, xw2, uy ě ´1, xw3, uy ě ´1u .

By the methods of [68] (Realization of ΛΛΛ) we can recover the configuration:

λ1 “ λ2 “ λ3 “ 1 λ4 “ ´3` i λ5 “ ´i .

It is easy to check that this configuration has two indispensable points (λ4 and λ5) and thus the
manifold N is diffeomorphic to S5 ˆ S1. We obtain finally the well-known (holomorphic) fibration
S5 ˆ S1 Ñ P2

C and the pre-symplectic form of N scaled by 5 projects onto the (Chern class) of the
anti-canonical divisor.

Notice that we may easily compute the modulus of the fiber in this case. From Corollary B in
[68], we obtain the lattice and we obtain:

L˚0 “
1

5
VectZp´4` i, 1` iq

and this modulus is equal to
´4` i

1` i
“
´3

2
`

5

2
i .

It is known [18] (see also [53]) that, for any choice of a modulus τ , there exists a complex structure
on S5 ˆ S1 such that it fibers in elliptic curves of modulus τ over the complex projective space.

Fix τ “ α ` iβ with β ą 0. A straightforward computation shows that the admissible configu-
ration

¨

˝

<λ1i

=λ1i

˛

‚“

ˆ

´β β
1` α 4´ α

˙

.

ˆ

<λi
=λi

˙

1 ď i ď 5
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determines a complex threefold diffeomorphic to S5 ˆ S1 which fibers over P2
C with fiber an elliptic

curve of modulus τ .

Example 6. Consider the complete fan ∆ generated by

w1 “ e1 w2 “ e2 w3 “ ´e1 w4 “ ´e2

of CP 1 ˆ CP 1. The Kähler classes are

Dα,β “ αpD1 `D3q ` βpD2 `D4q α ą 0, β ą 0

corresponding to the rectangles

Qα,β “ tpu1, u2q P R2 | ´ α ď u1 ď α, ´β ď u2 ď βu .

We get the corresponding configuration:

λ1 “ λ3 “ 1 λ2 “ λ4 “ i λ5 “ ´2α´ 2iβ.

The corresponding manifold Nα,β is diffeomorphic to S3 ˆ S3 and we find the Calabi-Eckmann
fibration S3ˆS3 Ñ P1

CˆP1
C. The pre-symplectic form of Nα,β projects onto a representative of the

class of Dα,β (up to scaling).
Fix α and β. As in Example 5, for every choice of τ P C with Im τ ą 0, there exists a matrix

A of GL2pRq such that the product of the previous configuration by A determines a LVM manifold
diffeomorphic to S3 ˆ S3 which fibers over the product of projective lines with an elliptic curve of
modulus τ as fiber (compare with [18]).

Alternatively, we may start from

λ1 “ λ3 “ 1 λ2 “ λ4 “ i λ5 “ ´1´ i.

which is an admissible configuration such that the class of ω̃ is D1,1 (up to scaling) and perform a
translation on pλ1, . . . , λ5q to have another Kähler ray associated to ω̃ (see Remarks 4.11 and 4.12
in [68]).

More precisely, assume that α ă 1 and β ă 1 and let

b “
1´ 2α

2α` 2β ` 1
` i

1´ 2β

2α` 2β ` 1

then the class of ω̃ of Nppλ1, . . . , λ5q ` bq is Dα,β .

Example 7. Consider the fan of P1
C:

w1 “ e1 w2 “ ´e1

There is a unique Kähler ray, that of D “ D1 `D2. We choose p1 “ p and p2 “ q for p and q
strictly positive integers, that is we want to recover all possible codimension one equivariant orbifold
singularities on P1

C. We take n “ 4 and m “ 1 and choose
One can show that that configuration is:

λ1 “
´3

2p
` i

1´ 2q

2p
λ2 “

´1

2q
´ i

2p` 1

2q
λ3 “ 1 λ4 “ i .

It is easy to check that the corresponding manifold Np,q is diffeomorphic to S3 ˆ S1 . It is the
total space of a generalized Calabi-Eckmann fibration over P1

C with at most two singular points of
order p and q.

Notice that if p and q are not coprime, then the orbifold structure cannot be obtained as a
weighted projective space, i.e. cannot be obtained as quotient of C2ztp0, 0qu by an algebraic action
of C˚.
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Example 8. Consider the complete fan ∆ generated by

w1 “ e1, w2 “ e2, w3 “ ´e1, w4 “ ´e1 ´ e2, w5 “ ´e2

of the toric del Pezzo surface X obtained as the equivariant blowing-up of P2
C in two points. Define

Q as the pentagon associated to the anti-canonical divisor of X (which is ample for X is del Pezzo)

Q “ tu P R2 | xw1, uy ě ´1, . . . , xw5, uy ě ´1u .

We want to construct a generalized Calabi-Eckmann fibration with elliptic curves as fibers. This
implies that we must take m “ 1 and n “ 5, so we cannot add any indispensable point. As the sum
of the wi is not zero, we cannot take at the same time p1 “ . . . “ p5 “ 1. In other words, there
does not exist any non singular generalized Calabi-Eckmann fibration over X with elliptic curves
as fibers. However, if we allow exceptional fibers, the construction is possible keeping m “ 1. For
example, take

p1 “ 2 p2 “ 2 p3 “ 1 p4 “ 1 p5 “ 1 .

This gives

v1 “ 2e1, v2 “ 2e2, v3 “ ´e1, v4 “ ´e1´e2, v5 “ ´e2, ε1 “ ε2 “
2

7
, ε3 “ ε4 “ ε5 “

1

7

Notice that L is Z2. Taking a linear Gale transform of this, we obtain

λ1 “ 1, λ2 “ i, λ3 “ ´2´ 4i, λ4 “ 4` 4i λ5 “ ´4´ 2i .

This gives a fibration in elliptic curves N Ñ X where N is the quotient of the differentiable
manifold ###p5qS3ˆS4 by a non trivial action of S1. The orbifold structure on X has two codimension
one singular sets of index 2 and the form 7ω projects onto a representant of the Chern class of D.

Example 9. We consider the same toric variety X and the same polytope Q as in Example 8, but
this time we want p1 “ . . . “ p5 “ 1, i.e. we want a non singular fibration. We are thus forced to
increase m by one and take m “ 2 and n “ 7, which gives us two additional indispensable points.
We take

v1 “ e1, v2 “ e2, v3 “ ´e1, v4 “ ´e1 ´ e2,

v5 “ ´e2, v6 “ ´v1 ´ v2 ´ v3 ´ v4 ´ v5 “ e1 ` e2, v7 “ 0

and

ε1 “ . . . “ ε5 “ ε7 “
1

9
, ε6 “

1

3

Notice that ε6 is chosen so that v6{ε6 lies in the interior of Hpv1{ε1, . . . , v5{ε5q. Making all the
computations, we find that

pΛ1, . . . ,Λ7q “

ˆ

1 i 0 0 ´1` i ´1 3´ 2i
0 0 1 i 1 1` i ´5´ 4i

˙

defines a LVM manifold diffeomorphic to p###p5qS3ˆS4qˆS1 (by application of Theorem 12 of [62])
which is the total space of a non singular principal holomorphic fibration over X with complex tori
of dimension 2 as fibers. The form 9ω projects onto the anti-canonical divisor of X.
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Example 10. Let a P N and consider the complete fan ∆ generated by

w1 “ e1 w2 “ e2 w3 “ ´e2 w4 “ ´e1 ` ae2

of the Hirzebruch surface Fa.
Let D “ D1`D2`D3`pa` 1qD4. The divisor D is ample (see [28], p.70). We take vi “ wi for

1 ď i ď 4 and add the vertex v5 “ ´v1 ´ . . .´ v4 “ ´ae2. We have m “ 1 and n “ 5. We choose

ε1 “
1

2a` 5
ε2 “

1

2a` 5
ε3 “

1

2a` 5
ε4 “

a` 1

2a` 5
ε5 “

a` 1

2a` 5

Taking a linear Gale transform of this, we obtain

λ1 “ λ4 “ 1 λ2 “ i λ3 “ p2a
2 ` 3aq ` ip2a` 1q λ5 “ ´2pa` 1q ´ 2i

with only one indispensable point λ5. We thus have the following proposition.

Proposition 9. Let a P N. Consider the admissible configuration

λ1 “ λ4 “ 1 λ2 “ i λ3 “ p2a
2 ` 3aq ` ip2a` 1q λ5 “ ´2pa` 1q ´ 2i

Then, the corresponding LVM manifold Na is diffeomorphic to S3 ˆ S3 and is a principal fiber
bundle in elliptic curves over the Hirzebruch surface Fa (where F0 is CP 1ˆP1

C). The scaling of the
canonical Euler form of the bundle M1 Ñ Na by 2a ` 5 projects onto a representant of the Chern
class of the ample divisor D “ D1 `D2 `D3 ` pa` 1qD4 on Fa.

Remark 20. The preceding example shows that, for special complex structures of Calabi-Eckmann
type on S3 ˆ S3, there exists holomorphic principal actions of an elliptic curve whose quotient may
be topologically different (since the Hirzebruch surfaces F2n are all diffeomorphic to S2ˆS2 whereas
the Hirzebruch surfaces F2n`1 are all diffeomorphic to the non-trivial S2-bundle over S2, and these
two manifolds have different intersection form).

10. From polytopes to quadrics

This section and the following rely on the paper by T. Panov [71] and we also recommend [14]
for this section. Let Rn be given the standard inner product x¨, ¨y and consider convex polyhedrons
P defined as intersections of m closed half-spaces:

Πpai,biq “ tx P R
n | xai, xy ` bi ě 0u, for i “ 1, . . . ,m

with ai P Rn, bi P R. Assume that the hyperplanes defined by the equations xai, xy ` bi “ 0 are in
general position, i. e. at least n of them meet at a single point. Assume further that dimP “ n and
P is bounded (which implies that m ą n). Then P is an n-dimensional compact simple polytope.
Set

Fi “ tx P P : xai, xy ` bi “ 0u pF for facetq.

Since the hyperplanes are in general position Fi is either empty or a facet of P . If it is empty the
linear equation is redundant and we can remove the corresponding inequality without changing P .

Let AP be the mˆ n matrix of row vectors ai, and bP be the column m-vector of scalars bi P R
(i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu). Then we can write:

P “ tx P Rn : APx` bP ě 0u

and consider the affine map

iP : Rn Ñ Rm,
iP pxq “ APx` bP .
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It embeds P into the first orthant

Rmě0 “ tpy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ymq P Rm | yi ą 0, i P t1, . . . ,muu.

We identify Cm (as a real vector space) with R2m as usual using the map
z “ pz1, . . . , zmq ÞÑ px1, y1, . . . , xm, ymq, where zk “ xk ` iyk for k “ 1, . . . ,m.
Consider the following commutative diagram where ZP its obtained by pull-back and
µ : Cm Ñ Rmě0 is given by µpz1, . . . , zmq “ p|z1|, . . . , |zm|q:

ZP Cm

P Rmě0

i˚P

π µ

iP

The map µ may be thought of as the quotient map for the coordinatewise action of the standard
torus

Tm “ tpz1, . . . , zmq P Cm : |zi| “ 1 for 1 ď i ď mu

on Cm.

Therefore, Tm acts on ZP with quotient P , and i˚P is a Tm-equivariant embedding.
The image of Rn under iP is an n-dimensional affine plane in Rm, which can be written as

iP pRnq “ ty P Rm : y “ AP pxq ` bP for some x P Rnu “

“ ty P Rm : Γy “ ΓbP u,

where Γ “ ppγjkqq is an pm ´ nq ˆm matrix whose rows form a basis of linear relations between
the vectors ai. That is, Γ is of full rank and satisfies the identity ΓAP “ 0.

Then we obtain that ZP embeds into Cm as the set of common zeros of m ´ n real quadratic
equations:

(Quadratic ‹) i˚P pZP q “

#

z P Cm |

m
ÿ

k“1

γjk|zk|
2 “

m
ÿ

k“1

γjkbk, for 1 ď j ď m´ n

+

The following properties of ZP easily follow from its construction.

(1) Given a point z P ZP , the ith coordinate of i˚P pzq P Cm vanishes if and only if z projects
onto a point x P P such that x P Fi for some facet Fi.

(2) Adding a redundant inequality to results in multiplying ZP by a circle.
(3) ZP is a smooth manifold of dimension m ` n. The embedding i˚P : ZP Ñ Cm has Tm-

equivariantly trivial normal bundle.

11. From quadrics to polytopes (Associated Polytope of LVM manifolds)

Let N and

M1 “ tz P Cn |

n
ÿ

i“1

Λi|zi|
2 “ 0,

n
ÿ

i“1

|zi|
2 “ 1u

be as before in definition 4.
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Let us remark that the standard action of the torus pS1qn on Cn

(‹‹) ppexp iθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , exp iθnq, zq ÞÝÑ pexp iθ1 ¨ z1, . . . , exp iθn ¨ znq

leaves M1 invariant. The quotient of M1 by this action can be identified, via the diffeomorphism
r P R`ą0 Ñ r2 P R`ą0, to

(P) K “ tr P pR`qn |

n
ÿ

i“1

riΛi “ 0,
n
ÿ

i“1

ri “ 1u

Lemma 7. The quotient K is a convex polytope of dimension n´ 2m´ 1 with n´ k facets.

Proof. By definition K is the intersection of the space A of solutions of an affine system with the
closed sets ri ě 0. Each one of these closed sets defines an affine half-space AXtri ě 0u in the affine
space A. In other words, K is the intersection of a finite number of affine half-spaces. Since this
intersection is bounded (since M1 is compact), one obtains indeed a convex polytope. The weak
hyperbolicity condition implies that the affine system that defines K is of maximal rank. Hence,
K is of dimension n´ 2m´ 1.

Let us consider in more detail the definition of K. The points r P K verifying ri ą 0 for all i are
the points which belong to the interior of the convex polytope. They correspond to the points z de
M1 which also belong to pC˚qn, i.e. to the points of M1 such that the orbit under the action (‹‹) is
isomorphic to pS1qn. The points which belong to a hyperface are exactly the points r of K having
all of its coordinates except one equal to zero. They correspond to the points z de M1 which have
a unique coordinate equal to zero, i.e. such that its orbit under the action (‹‹) is isomorphic to
pS1qn´1. One obtains from the definition of K that there exist points of K having all coordinates
different from zero except the ith coordinate if and only 0 belongs to the convex envelope of the
configuration formed by the Λj with j different from i; hence if and only if Λi is a point which
can be eliminated keeping the conditions of Siegel and weak hyperbolicity. therefore one has n´ k
hyperfaces. �

Definition 17. One calls the convex polytope K “ KΛΛΛ corresponding to the admissible configu-
ration ΛΛΛ the associated polytope. The polytopes HpΛΛΛq and KΛΛΛ are related by the Gale transform.

One central idea is that the topology of the manifolds M1, and therefore of the manifolds N ,
is codified by the combinatorial type of the polytope K. To make this idea more precise, it is
interesting to push to the end the reasoning involved in the proof of the preceding lemma. One had
seen that

Ki “ K X tri “ 0, rj ą 0 for j “ iu

is nonempty, and therefore is a hyperface de K, if and only if

0 P HppΛjqj “iq.
Analogously, given I a subset of t1, . . . , nu, the set

KI “ K X tri “ 0 for i P I, rj ą 0 for j R Iu

is nonempty, and therefore it is a facet of K of codimension equal the cardinality of I, if and only if

0 P HppΛjqjRIq
One has therefore stablished a very important correspondence between two convex polytopes:

the polytope K on one hand and the convex hull of the Λi’s on the other hand.
This correspondence allows us to to prove the following result:
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Remark 21. It follows from [68, Lemma 1.1] that

rankC

ˆ

Λ1 . . . Λn
1 . . . 1

˙

“ m` 1.

Hence, up to a permutation, condition (15) is always fulfilled.

Definition 18. We say that NΛΛΛ and NΛΛΛ1 are G-biholomorphic if they are pGpΛΛΛq, GpΛΛΛ1q-equivariantly
biholomorphic.

Recall that by definition : the manifold NΛΛΛ embeds in Pn´1 as the C8 submanifold

(20) N “ trzs P Pn´1 |

n
ÿ

i“1

ΛΛΛ|zi|
2 “ 0u.

It is crucial to notice that this embedding is not arbitrary but has a clear geometric meaning.
Indeed, it is proven in that action (27) induces a foliation of SΛΛΛ; that every leaf admits a unique
point closest to the origin (for the euclidean metric); and finally that N is the projectivization of
the set of all these minima. This is a sort of non-algebraic Kempf-Ness Theorem. So we may say
that this embedding is canonical.
The maximal compact subgroup pS1qn Ă pC˚qn acts on SΛΛΛ, and thus on NΛΛΛ. This action is clear
on the smooth model (30). Notice that it reduces to a pS1qn´1 since we projectivized everything.

The quotient of NΛΛΛ by this action is easily seen to be a simple convex polytope of dimension
n´ 2m´ 1, cf. Up to scaling, it is canonically identified to

(21) KΛΛΛ :“ tr P pR`qn |

n
ÿ

i“1

Λri “ 0,
n
ÿ

i“1

ri “ 1u.

It is important to have a description of KΛΛΛ as a convex polytope in Rn´2m´1. This can be done as
follows. Take a Gale diagram of ΛΛΛ, that is a basis of solutions pv1, . . . , vnq over R of the system S:

(S)

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

n
ÿ

i“1

Λixi “ 0

n
ÿ

i“1

xi “ 0

Take also a point ε in KΛΛΛ. This gives a presentation of KΛΛΛ as

(22) tx P Rn´2m´1 | xx, viy ě ´εi for i “ 1, . . . , nu

This presentation is not unique. Indeed, taking into account that KΛΛΛ is unique only up to scaling,
we have

Lemma 8. The projection (33) is unique up to action of the affine group of Rn´2m´1.

On the combinatorial side, KΛΛΛ has the following property. A point r P KΛΛΛ is a vertex if and only
if the set I of indices i for which ri is zero is maximal, that is has n´ 2m´ 1 elements. Moreover,
we have

(23) r is a vertex ðñ SΛΛΛ X tzi “ 0 for i P Iu “ H ðñ 0 P HpΛΛΛIcq
for Ic the complementary subset to I in t1, . . . , nu. This gives a numbering of the faces of KΛΛΛ by
the corresponding set of indices of zero coordinates.
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More precisely, we have

(24)
J Ă t1, . . . , nu is a face of codimension Card J

ðñ SΛΛΛ X tzi “ 0 for i P Ju “ H ðñ 0 P HpΛΛΛJcq

In particular, KΛΛΛ has n´ k facets. Observe moreover that the action (27) fixes
SΛΛΛ X tzi “ 0 for i P Ju, hence its quotient defines a submanifold NJ of NΛΛΛ of codimension Card J.

12. Moment-angle manifolds

We will explain the link between the moment-angle manifolds in definition 4 and the manifolds
studied by V. Buchstaber et T. Panov in [14]. Let P be a simple convex polytope with the set
F “ tF1, . . . , Fnu of hyperfaces (i.e, codimension one faces). Let Ti » S1 for 1 ď i ď n and let
TF “ T1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Tn » pS1qn “ Tn be the n torus with its standard group structure. For each
hyperface Fi associate Ti, the circle corresponding to the ith coordinate of Tn.
If G is a face of the polytope P let

TG “
ź

FiĄG

Ti Ă TF

For each point q P P , let Gpqq be the unique face of P which contains q in its relative interior

Definition 19. The moment-angle complex ZP associated to P is defined as

ZP “ pTF ˆ P q{ „
where the equivalence relation is: pt1, pq „ pt2, qq if and only if p “ q and t1t

´1
2 P TGpqq.

The moment-angle complex ZP depends only upon the combinatorial type of P and it admits a
natural continuous action of the n-torus TF having as quotient P . The fact that P is simple implies
that ZP is a topological manifold (see [14] Lemma 6.2).
Consider now the moment-angle manifolds M1pΛΛΛq defined by formula (4) and let KΛΛΛ the associated
polytope (17). One has the natural projection Π : M1pΛΛΛq Ñ KΛΛΛ The faces of codimension q of
KpΛΛΛq correspond to the orbits of the of the points of V which have some precise q coordinates
fixed. In other words the orbits above the relative interior of a codimension q face are isomorphic
to pS1qn´q. En poussant un peu plus loin cette description, on montre le lemme suivant.

Lemma 9. ([11] Lemma 0.15). Let NΛΛΛ be an LVM manifold without indispensable points. Let
KΛΛΛ be its associated polytope. Then there exists an equivariant homeomorphism between M1pΛΛΛq and
the moment-angle variety ZKΛΛΛ

.

Equivariant homeomorphism means that the homeomorphism conjugates the action (‹‹) of on
M1pΛΛΛq to the action of TF on ZP .

Hence:

Corollary 5. Let NΛΛΛ et NΛΛΛ1 two LVM manifolds without indispensable points. Then there exists
an equivariant homeomorphism of the associated moment-angle varieties M1pΛΛΛq and M1pΛΛΛ

1q if and
only if the associated polytopes KΛΛΛ et KΛΛΛ1 are combinatorially equivalent. More generally, there
exists an equivariant homeomorphism between M1pΛΛΛq and M1pΛΛΛ

1q if and only KΛΛΛ and KΛΛΛ1 are
combinatorially equivalent the number of indispensable points k and k1, respectively, are equal.

Proof. The combinatorial equivalence between KΛΛΛ and KΛΛΛ1 implies the existence of an equivariant
homeomorphism between ZKΛΛΛ

and ZKΛΛΛ1
, and hence by lemma 9 between entre M1pΛΛΛq and M1pΛΛΛ

1q.
The proof for any number of indispensable points follows from the first result and lemma 9. �
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It is more delicate to have the same result up to equivariant diffeomorphism, however one has
the following theorem:

Theorem 11. ([11] Theorem 4.1). There is an equivalence between the following assertions:

(i) The manifolds M1pΛΛΛq and M1pΛΛΛ
1q are equivariantly diffeomorphic

(ii) The corresponding associated polytopes KΛΛΛ and KΛΛΛ1 are combinatorially equivalent and the
number of indispensable points k and k1 are equal.

13. Flips of simple polytopes and elementary surgeries on LVM manifolds

The motivation of this section is to generalize the following result of Mac Gavran [59] adapted
to our case.

Theorem 12. (Mac Gavran [59]). Let ΛΛΛ be an admissible configuration. Suppose that the
associated polytope KΛΛΛ is a polygon with p vertices. Then the moment-angle manifoldM1pΛΛΛq is
diffeomorphic via an equivariant diffeomorphism to the connected sum of products of spheres;

p#p´3
j“1pjC

j`1
p´2qS

2`j ˆ Sp´jq ˆ pS1qk

There are many cases of configurations for higher-dimensional polytopes where the manifolds
M1pΛΛΛq are similar to those of Mac Gavran i.e, the manifolds are products of manifolds of the type:

(i) Odd dimensional spheres.
(ii) Connected sums of products of spheres

F. Bosio and L. Meersseman [11] showed that some, but not all, moment-angle manifolds MΛΛΛ

are connected sums of products of spheres, and they conjectured that if the dual to the polytope
is neighborly, then the manifold is such a connected sum. This conjecture was proven by Samuel
Gitler and Santiago López de Medrano in [35].

Let us remember once more the results by S. López de Medrano ([48] et [49]) on the classification
of manifolds M1pΛΛΛq when m “ 1 given above in subsection 3.5 given by Theorem 1

When m “ 1 the vectors are vectors Λi in C » R2 and S. López de Medrano shows that one
can modify the configuration ΛΛΛ P C through a smooth homotopy ΛΛΛt (just moving the vectors)
that satisfies the admissibility conditions of Siegel and weak hyperbolicity for all t P r0, 1s such that
ΛΛΛ0 “ ΛΛΛ and ΛΛΛ1 is a regular polygon with an odd number of vertices 2l`1 and with multiplicities n1,
..., n2l`1. Thus, for instance, in figure 5, one can move from the pentagon at the left to the pentagon
at the right to configurations with different multiplicities, for instance configurations with 4 vectors
with multiplicities n1 “ n2 “ 1 and n3 “ 3, then 3 vectors of multiplicities n1 “ 1, n2 “ n3 “ 2,
and finally 5 vectors of multiplicity 1. Ehresmann lemma implies, that all manifolds belonging to
the homotopy are diffeomorphic.

With these notations we recall theorem 1 which was seen before:

Theorem 13. [48], [49] Let N be an LVM manifold m “ 1 then M1 is diffeomorphic to

(i) The product of spheres S2n1´1 ˆ S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1 if l “ 1.
(ii) The connected sum

#2l`1
i“1 S2di´1 ˆ S2n´2di´2

if l ą 1. Where di “ nris ` . . . ` nri`l´1s and ras is the residue of the euclidean division of a by
2l ` 1.
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Figure 5. Chambers of a pentagon in C (the small cross is the origin in C)

If m ą 1 one has a higher dimensional polytope of n elements in Cm (n ą 2m) and there is not
a way to have a canonical model. One could consider a homotopy that takes the configuration to
one with minimal number of vertices, but that is not enough to determine the polytope which is
the convex hull of the points in the configuration. For this reason it is better to adapt the approach
used by Mac Gavran in [59]. He considers simply connected manifolds of dimension p ` 2 which
admit a smooth action of a torus pS1qp which satisfies certain conditions, in particular one requires
that the quotient under the action can be identified with a 2-dimensional convex polygon K with
p vertices. If we write M1 » pS1qk ˆM0, where » means “up to an equivariant diffeomorphism”,
then as in lemma 14 one shows that the factor M0 verifies the hypotheses of Mac Gavran. The
proof of Mac Gavran theorem is done by induction on the number p of vertices of K. If p “ 3 one
has a triangle and we know that M1 is S5ˆpS1qk, where M0 is the sphere S5. To go from a polygon
with p vertices to a polygon with p ` 1 vertices one can do the following “surgery”: remove an
open neighborhood of a vertex and glue an interval. The reciprocal operation consists in collapsing
to a point an edge. Now we recall that the faces of the associated polytope corresponding to the
admissible sub-configurations of ΛΛΛ (i.e, subsets of ΛΛΛ) determine equivariant subvarieties of M1 or
M0 where the quotient space identifies in a natural way with the given face. In other words to
remove a neighborhood of a face means to remove an invariant (under the action of the torus)
tubular neighborhood of the subvariety associated to the face in question in M0. The invariant
subvarieties have trivial tubular neighborhoods (by the slice theorem). Since we know that the
subvarieties associated to a vertex is a torus and the subvarieties associated to an edge are the
product of a torus with S3, one sees that if Mp denotes the manifold corresponding to a polygon K
with p vertices, then to pass from Mp a Mp`1 consists of applying an equivariant surgery

Mp`1 “ pMp ˆ S1qzppS1qp´2 ˆ D4 ˆ S1q Y ppS1qp´2 ˆ S3 ˆ D2q

Where Ds denotes the closed disk of dimension s. The work of Mac Gavran consists of understanding
the meaning of these surgeries up to equivariant diffeomorphisms. To generalize this approach to
higher dimensional polytopes K we need to generalize the notion of “surgery”. and understand
what is the construction one has to perform on the moment angle manifold M1 associated to K.
This is done using the following notion of cobordism between polytopes inspired by [60] et [79].

Definition 20. Let P and Q be two simple convex polytopes of the same dimension p. One says
that P and Q are obtained from each other by an elementary cobordism if there exists a simple
convex polytope W of dimension p` 1 such that:

(i) P and Q are disjoint hyperfaces of W .
(ii) There exists a unique vertex v of W that does not belong neither to P or Q.
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Let us recall that everything related to polytopes is up to combinatorial equivalence for instance
figure 6 illustrates an elementary cobordism between a square and a pentagon.

Figure 6. Elementary Cobordism between a square and a pentagon

Given a vertex v, since W is simple, there are exactly q ` 1 edges that have v as an end point.
Then, hypothesis (ii) these edges have the second end point either in P or in Q, then the type of
the elementary cobordism is the pair pa, bq where a (respectively b) is the number of edges joining
v to P (respectively Q). Of course a` b “ q ` 1,

Definition 21. One says that Q is obtained from P by a flip of type pa, bq if there exists an
elementary cobordism of type pa, bq between P and Q.

Figure 7 shows an example of type p2, 2q.

Figure 7. Flip de type p2, 2q

Let us consider the elementary cobordism W of dimension 4 between the 3-dimensional polyhedra
P and Q and let us “cut” W with 3-dimensional hyperplanes parallel to P . Starting from P one
sees that the edge rABs is contracted as one moves the cuts up to the point when the edge collapses
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to the vertex v “ A when the cut meets the vertex A. On the other hand if one makes cuts by
hyperplanes parallel to Q the edge rABs is contracted to v “ A. In some sense W is the trace of
the cobordism. In other words Q is obtained P by removing a neighborhood of the edge rABs and
gluing the “transverse” edge rAB1s.

This description can be generalized for higher dimensional polytopes. A flip of type pa, bq is
obtained by removing a simplicial face of dimension a and gluing the neighborhood of a simplicial
face of “complementary” dimension b. Since the simplicial faces of dimension a correspond to
products of a sphere of dimension 2a ´ 1 by a torus ([11] Proposition 3.6) an argument similar to
that of Mac Gavran shows that if K 1 is obtained from K (of dimension q) by a flip of type pa, bq,
then the manifold pM0q

1 is obtained from M0 (de dimension p) by an elementary surgery of type
pa, bq then:

pM0q
1 “ pM0 ˆ S1qzppS1qp´2b ˆ D2b ˆ S1q Y ppS1qp´2b ˆ S2b´1 ˆ D2q

if a “ 1 and

pM0q
1 “M0zppS1qp´2b´2a`1 ˆ D2b ˆ S2a´1q Y ppS1qp´2b´2a`1 ˆ S2b´1 ˆ D2aq

if a ą 1.

The proof of this fact is very delicate and technical since we must prove the equivariance of the
constructions. All the details can be found in [11].

The essential difference with the case of polygons of Mac Gavran is that starting with an odd-
dimensional sphere as M0 after a finite number of elementary surgeries one does not end up with
a manifold of the type connected sum of products of spheres or product of spheres. In fact in the
next section one will describe the homology. However the previous considerations prove again that
if two moment-angle manifolds of type M1 of dimension p are combinatorially equivalent they are
obtained from the sphere S2p´1 by the same sequence of elementary surgeries and therefore they
are equivariantly diffeomorphic.

14. The homology of LVM manifolds

Recall that from lemma we have that for a configuration ΛΛΛ the associated moment angle manifold
M1pΛΛΛq factorizes as M1pΛΛΛq “» pS1qk ˆM0pΛΛΛq where k is the number of indispensable points and
M0pΛΛΛq is 2-connected. SinceM0 is a moment-angle manifold one can use the results of V. Buchstaber
and T. Panov [14] to compute the homology and cohomology of these manifolds

Theorem 14. ([11], Theorem 10.1.) Soit NΛΛΛ be an LVM manifold and M0pΛΛΛq the 2-connected
factor as in 14. Let K be the associated polytope (quotient under the action of the torus). Let K˚

be its dual which is therefore a convex simplicial polytope. Let F be its set of vertices. Then the
homology of M0pΛΛΛq with coefficients in Z is given by the formula:

HipM0pΛΛΛq,Zq “
à

IĂF

H̃i´|I|´1pK
˚
I ,Zq

where H̃i denotes the reduced homology, |I| is the cardinality of I and K˚I is the maximal simplicial
subcomplex of K˚ with vertices I. (We remark that HipM0pΛΛΛq,Zq “ 0 if i ă 0).
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Let us explain the meaning of maximal simplicial subcomplex of K˚ with vertices I. Given a
q-tuple pi1, . . . , iqq in I it is a face of the simplicial subcomplex K˚I if and only if a q-face of the
simplicial complex K˚. For instance in figure 8 (K˚ is the octahedral which the dual of the cube
K) the subcomplex which corresponds to the vertices t1, 2, 3, 4u is indicated in boldface.

Figure 8.

Let us consider now the question of the level of complexity of the homology of the manifolds
M0pΛΛΛq. By theorem 14 the dual polytope K˚ can be an arbitrary simplicial complex and the
question of complexity becomes to ask which simplicial complexes can be maximal subcomplexes
of a simplical convex polytope. We claim that any finite simplicial complex can be a maximal
sub-complexes of a simplical convex polytope. In effect, let K0 be any finite simplicial complex,
we can always embed K0 in a simplex Sd of dimension d equal to the number of vertices of K0

minus one. In general is not embedded in a maximal subcomplex For instance in figure 8, K0 is
the one-dimensional complex with is a circuit of four edges with vertices in boldface. It can be
embedded in a tetrahedron S3 as a circuit with 4 vertices but the maximal associated subcomplex
is the tetrahedron itself so this embedded copy is not maximal but we can fix this by choosing a
barycentric subdivision of the tetrahedron. In general it is enough to make barycentric subdivision
of all the faces that belong to the maximal simplicial complex generated by K0 to obtain an
embedding which is maximal. This is always possible (see [11]).
Therefore one has:

Theorem 15. ([11], Théorèm 14.1). Let K0 be any finite simplicial complex. Then there exists
a 2-connected LVM manifold N such that its homology verifies:

Hi`q`1pN,Zq “ H̃ipK0,Zq ‘ . . .
for all i between 0 and the dimension of K0.

Hence there exist an LVM manifold such that its homology has as a direct summand the homology
of a given simplicial complex, in particular its homology can be as complex as one wishes. For
instance, given a finite abelian group G there exists a configuration ΛΛΛ such that NΛΛΛ has as subgroup
G in its group of torsion.

Remark 22. In ([11], Theorem 10.1) one finds a formula describing the ring structure via the
cup product of the cohomology of these manifolds.
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Remark 23. More details and results about the homology of moment-angle manifolds using the
fact that they have in many cases an open-book structure will be found in section 17 subsection 17

15. Wall-crossing

Let us consider again figure 5 before now considered as figure 9 with the purpose of illustrating
the process of wall-crossing

Figure 9. Wall-crossing from one chamber to another

Consider in figure 9 different positions of the origin (marked as a cross) with respect to a config-
uration which is a regular pentagon and in the three positions the pentagon has been translated so
that the origin is in different “chambers” bounded by the diagonals of the pentagon. We see that if
the point marked with a cross moves from the figure on the left to the figure on the right then the
figure in the left has two indispensable points, in the second there is one indispensable point and
in the figure at right there are not indispensable points. The the manifolds from left to right are,
respectively, S5 ˆ S1 ˆ S1, then S3 ˆ S3 ˆ S1 and finally #5pS3 ˆ S4q.

As we mentioned before, these configurations are similar: one passes from one to the other
translating ΛΛΛ by a family ΛΛΛt or if one wishes translating the origin. If we take the latter perspective
and if we regard the translation of the origin as a homotopy along which 0 moves, we see that there
is a moment in which 0 crosses at certain moment a “wall” rΛiΛjs (in fact one crosses first a wall
to go from left to the middle and the another to go from the middle to the right). The topology
changes exactly after crossing the wall. In effect, if 0 does not encounters the wall the configuration
is admissible and M1pΛΛΛq does not change differentiably (again using Ehresmann lemma). After
crossing the mure the topology of M1 changes drastically and after crossing the wall, by the same
argument using Ehresmann lemma, nothing happens for the rest of the homotopy.

This situation generalizes to every dimension

Question. How does the topology of M1 changes when we cross a wall?

Let us see what happens in our example in figure 9 at the level of the associated polygons. At
the left one has a triangle, in the middle a square and finally at right a pentagon. In other words
one passes from the configuration at the left to the configuration in the middle by a surgery of type
p1, 2q, then from the configuration in the middle to that in the right to a second surgery of type
p1, 2q. This solves completely this particular case.

Some simple arguments of convex geometry allows us to see that everything is analogous in the
general case. When one crosses a wall in a configuration pΛ1, . . . ,Λnq, the wall is supported by 2m
vectors Λi. This wall separates the convex envelope of ΛΛΛ in two connected components one contains
0 before the other contains 0 after. The Λj ’s which do not belong to the wall divide in two parts: a
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belong to the part that contains 0 before crossing the wall and b to the part that contains 0 after
crossing the wall. One of course has a` b “ n´ 2m, namely a` b is equal to the dimension of the
associated polytope plus one. We say that it is a wall-crossing of type pa, bq.
With this notation we have:

Theorem 16. ([11], Theorem 5.4.) Let ΛΛΛ et ΛΛΛ1 be two admissible configurations. Suppose that
ΛΛΛ1 is obtained from ΛΛΛ through a wall crossing of type pa, bq. Then

(i) The polytope associated to K 1 is obtained from K by a flip of type pa, bq.
(ii) The manifold M1pΛΛΛ

1q is obtained from M1pΛΛΛq by an elementary surgery of type pa, bq.

One can be more precise and characterize the face of the polytope where the “flip” happens (or
equivalently the subvariety along which we perform an equivariant surgery in function of the wall)

16. LVMB manifolds

Recall that

(25) S :“ tz P Cn | 0 P HpΛIz qu

where

(26) i P Iz ðñ zi “ 0.

Then NΛΛΛ is the quotient of the projectivization PpSq by the holomorphic action

(27) pT, rzsq P Cm ˆ PpSq ÞÝÑ
“

zi expxΛi, T y
‰

i“1,...,n

where x´,´y denotes the inner product of Cm, and not the hermitian one. It is a compact complex
manifold of dimension n ´ m ´ 1, which is either a m-dimensional compact complex torus (for
n “ 2m` 1) or a non kähler manifold (for n ą 2m` 1).

16.1. Bosio manifolds. In [12], Frédéric Bosio gave a generalization of the previous construction.
His idea was to relax the weak hyperbolicity and Siegel conditions for ΛΛΛ and to look for all the
subsets S of Cn such that action (27) is free and proper.

To be more precise, let n ě 2m ` 1 and let ΛΛΛ “ pΛ1, . . . ,Λnq be a configuration of n vectors in
Cm. Let also E be a non-empty set of subsets of t1, . . . , nu of cardinal 2m` 1 and set

(28) S “ tz P Cn | Iz Ą E for some E P Eu

Assume that

(i) For all E P E , the affine hull of pΛiqiPE is the whole Cm.
(ii) For all couples pE,E1q P EˆE , the convex hulls HppΛiqiPEq and HppΛiqiPE1q have non-empty

interior.
(iii) For all E P E and for every k P t1, . . . , nu, there exists some k1 P E such that Eztk1uY tk1u

belongs to E .

Then, action (27) is free and proper [12, Théorème 1.4]. We still denote it by NΛ althought it also
depends on the choice of S. As in the LVM case, it is a compact complex manifold of dimension
n´m´1, which is either a m-dimensional compact complex torus (for n “ 2m`1) or a non Kähler
manifold (for n ą 2m` 1).

Assume now that pΛ1, . . . ,Λnq is an admissible configuration. Let

(29) E “ tI Ă t1, . . . , nu | 0 P HppΛiqiPIu
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Then (28) and (25) are equal, the previous three properties are satisfied and the LVMB manifold
is exactly the corresponding LVM.

We say that Λi, or simply i, is an indispensable point if every point z of S satisfies zi “ 0. We
denote by k the number of indispensable points.

16.1.1. The associated polytope of a LVM manifold. In this section, NΛ is a LVM manifold. Recall
that the manifold NΛ embeds in Pn´1 as the C8 submanifold

(30) N “ trzs P Pn´1 |

n
ÿ

i“1

Λ|zi|
2 “ 0u.

It is crucial to notice that this embedding is not arbitrary but has a clear geometric meaning.
Indeed, it is proven in [63] that action (27) induces a foliation of S; that every leaf admits a unique
point closest to the origin (for the euclidean metric); and finally that (30) is the projectivization of
the set of all these minima1. So we may say that this embedding is canonical.

The maximal compact subgroup pS1qn Ă pC˚qn acts on S, and thus on NΛ. This action is clear on
the smooth model (30). Notice that it reduces to a pS1qn´1 since we projectivized everything.

The quotient of NΛ by this action is easily seen to be a simple convex polytope of dimension
n´ 2m´ 1, cf. [63] and [68]. Up to scaling, it is canonically identified to

(31) KΛΛΛ :“ tr P pR`qn |

n
ÿ

i“1

Λri “ 0,
n
ÿ

i“1

ri “ 1u.

It is important to have a description of KΛΛΛ as a convex polytope in Rn´2m´1. This can be done as
follows. Take a Gale diagram of ΛΛΛ, that is a basis of solutions pv1, . . . , vnq over R of the system

(32)

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

n
ÿ

i“1

Λixi “ 0

n
ÿ

i“1

xi “ 0

Take also a point ε in KΛΛΛ. This gives a presentation of KΛ as

(33) tx P Rn´2m´1 | xx, viy ě ´εi for i “ 1, . . . , nu

This presentation is not unique. Indeed, taking into account that KΛ is unique only up to scaling,
we have

Lemma 10. The projection (33) is unique up to action of the affine group of Rn´2m´1.

On the combinatorial side, KΛ has the following property. A point r P KΛ is a vertex if and only
if the set I of indices i for which ri is zero is maximal, that is has n´ 2m´ 1 elements. Moreover,
we have

(34) r is a vertex ðñ S X tzi “ 0 for i P Iu “ H ðñ 0 P HpΛIcq
for Ic the complementary subset to I in t1, . . . , nu. This gives a numbering of the faces of KΛ by
the corresponding set of indices of zero coordinates. To be more precise, we have

(35)
J Ă t1, . . . , nu is a face of codimension Card J

ðñ S X tzi “ 0 for i P Ju “ H ðñ 0 P HpΛJcq

1This is a sort of non-algebraic Kempf-Ness Theorem.
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In particular, KΛ has n´k facets. Observe moreover that the action (27) fixes SXtzi “ 0 for i P Ju,
hence its quotient defines a submanifold NJ of NΛ of codimension Card J.

Also, (35) implies that

(36) S “ tz P Cn | Icz is a face of KΛu

17. Moment-angle manifolds and intersection of quadrics

Remark 24. This section is based on the papers [9, 10, 35] and it borrows freely a lot from them.
In order to be compatible with the notation in these papers, we use in this section sometimes
different notations that the ones used in the previous sections, for instance the moment-angle

manifolds M1pΛΛΛq are called here Z
C
pΛΛΛq and the corresponding LVM manifolds NΛΛΛ are denoted here

N pΛΛΛq “ Z
C
pΛΛΛq{S1

The topology of generic intersections of quadrics in Rn of the form:
n
ÿ

i“1

λλλix
2
i “ 0,

n
ÿ

i“1

x2
i “ 1, where λλλi P Rk, i “ 1, . . . ,n

appears naturally in many instances and has been studied for many years. If k “ 2 they are dif-
feomorphic to a triple product of spheres or to the connected sum of sphere products ([36, 49]);
for k ą 2 this is no longer the case ([5], [11]) but there are large families of them which are again
connected sums of spheres products ([35]).

The generic condition, known as weak hyperbolicity and equivalent to regularity of the manifold, is
the following:

If J Ă 1, . . . ,m has k or fewer elements then the origin is not in the convex hull of the λλλi with i P J .

A crucial feature of these manifolds is that they admit natural group actions: all of them admit Zn

2

actions by changing the signs of the coordinates.

Their complex versions in Cn, which we denote by ZC or ZCpΛΛΛq (denoted by M1pΛΛΛq in the previous
sections),

n
ÿ

i“1

λλλi|zi|
2 “ 0,

n
ÿ

i“1

|zi|
2 “ 1, where λλλi P Ck, i “ 1, . . . ,n

(now known as moment-angle manifolds) admit natural actions of the n-torus Tn

ppui, . . . , unq, pzi, . . . , znqq ÞÑ pu1z1, . . . .unznq

The quotient can be identified in both cases with the polytope P given by

n
ÿ

i“1

λλλiri “ 0,
n
ÿ

i“1

ri “ 1, ri ě 0.

that determines completely the varieties (so we can use the notations ZpPq and Z
C
pPq for them)

as well as the actions. The weak hyperbolicity condition implies that P is a simple polytope and
any simple polytope can be realized as such a quotient.
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The facets of P are its non-empty intersections with the coordinate hyperplanes. If all such in-

tersections are non-empty Z and Z
C

fall under the general concept of generalized moment-angle
complexes ([5]).

If we take the quotient of Z
C
pΛΛΛq by the scalar action of S1

:

N pΛΛΛq “ Z
C
pΛΛΛq{S

1

,

we obtain a compact, smooth LVM manifold N pΛΛΛq Ă Pn´1

C .

When k is even, N pΛΛΛq and Z
C
pΛΛΛq ˆ S1

have natural complex structures and so does Z
C
pΛΛΛq itself

when k is odd, but admit symplectic structures only in a few well-known cases ([52], [62]).

An open book construction was used to describe the topology of Z for k “ 2 in some cases not
covered by Theorem 2 in [49]. In [35] it is a principal technique for studying the case k ą 2. In
section I-1 17 we recall this construction, underlining the case of moment-angle manifolds:

If P is a simple convex polytope and F one of its facets, ZCpPq admits an open book decomposition

with binding Z
C
pF q and trivial monodromy.

When k “ 2, the varieties Z and Z
C
pΛΛΛq can be put in a normal form given by an odd cyclic partition

(see section I-1 17) and they are diffeomorphic to a triple product of spheres or to the connected
sum of sphere products (see [49, 35]). Using the same normal form, we give a topological descrip-
tion of the leaves of their open book decompositions which is complete in the case of moment-angle
manifolds:

The leaf of the open book decomposition of Z
C
pΛΛΛq is the interior of:

a) a product S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1 ˆ D2n1´2,
b) a connected sum along the boundary of products of the form Sp ˆ D2n´p´4,
c) in some cases, there may appear summands of the form:

a punctured product of spheres S2p´1 ˆ S2n´2p´3zD2n´4 or

the exterior of an embedding S2q´1 ˆ S2r´1 Ă S2n´4.

The precise result (Theorem 18 in section 17) follows from Theorem 19 in section I-4, a general
theorem that gives the topological description of the half real varieties Z

`
“ Z X tx1 ě 0u, and

requires additional dimensional and connectivity hypotheses that should be avoidable using the
methods of [36]. Some of the proofs follow directly from the result in [49], while other ones require
the use of some parts of its proof. All these manifolds with boundary are also generalized moment-
angle complexes.

In part II 17, using a recent deep result about contact forms due to Borman, Eliashberg and Mur-
phy [7], we show that every odd dimensional moment-angle manifold admits a contact structure.
This is surprising since even dimensional moment-angle manifolds admit symplectic structures only
in a few well-known cases. We also show this for large families of more general odd-dimensional
intersections of quadrics by a different argument.
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Part I. Open book structures.

I-1. Construction of the open books. Let ΛΛΛ1 be obtained from ΛΛΛ by adding an extra λ1 which
we interpret as the coefficient of a new extra variable x0, so we get the variety Z 1:

λ1

`

x2
0 ` x

2
1

˘

`
ÿ

ią1

λix
2
i “ 0, px2

0 ` x
2
1q `

ÿ

ią1

x2
i “ 1.

Let Z` be the intersection of Z with the half space x1 ě 0. Z` admits an action of Zn´1

2 with
quotient the same P: Z` can be obtained by reflecting P on all the coordinate hyperplanes except
x1 “ 0. Z` is a manifold with boundary Z0 which is the intersection of Z with the subspace x1 “ 0.

Consider the action of S1 on Z 1 by rotation of the coordinates px0, x1q . This action fixes the points
of Z0 and all its other orbits cut Z` transversely in exactly one point. So Z 1 is the open book with
binding Z0, page Z` and trivial monodromy:

Theorem 17. i) Every manifold Z 1 is an open book with trivial monodromy, binding Z0 and page
Z`.

ii) If P is a simple convex polytope and F is one of its facets, there is an open book decomposition

of Z
C
pPq with binding Z

C
pF q and trivial monodromy.

(ii) follows because if we write the equations of Z
C
pPq in real coordinates, we get terms λipx

2
i ` y

2
i q

so each λi appears twice as a coefficient and Z
C
pPq is a variety of the type Z 1 in several ways. It

is then an open book with binding the manifold Z
C

0 pPq obtained by taking zi “ 0.

When k “ 2 it can be assumed ΛΛΛ is one of the following normal forms (see [49]): Take n “
n1`¨ ¨ ¨`n2``1 a partition of n into an odd number of positive integers. Consider the configuration
ΛΛΛ consisting of the vertices of a regular polygon with p2`` 1q vertices, where the i-th vertex in the
cyclic order appears with multiplicity ni.

n
n

n

n

n

n

n

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

The topology of Z and Z
C
pΛΛΛq can be completely described in terms of the numbers di “ ni ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `

ni``´1, i.e., the sums of ` consecutive ni in the cyclic order of the partition (see [49], [36] and
section I-1 17):
For ` “ 1: Z “ Sn1´1 ˆ Sn2´1 ˆ Sn3´1, ZC “ S2n1´1 ˆ S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1.

For ` ą 1: Z “
2``1

###
j“1

`

Sdi´1 ˆ Sn´di´2
˘

, ZC “
2``1

###
j“1

`

S2di´1 ˆ S2n´2di´2
˘

.

Now we have a similar description of the topology of the leaves in all moment-angle manifolds, where
š

denotes connected sum along the boundary and Ẽ2n´4
2n2´1,2n4´1 is the exterior of S2n2´1 ˆ S2n5´1

in S2n´4 (see section I-3 17):
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Theorem 18. Let k “ 2, and consider the manifold Z
C

corresponding to the cyclic partition

n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` n2``1. Consider the open book decomposition of Z
C

corresponding to the binding at
z1 “ 0, as given by Theorem 1. Then the leaf of this decomposition is diffeomorphic to the interior
of:

a) If ` “ 1, the product
S2n2´1 ˆ S2n3´1 ˆ D2n1´2.

b) If ` ą 1 and n1 ą 1, the connected sum along the boundary of 2`` 1 manifolds:

``2
ž

i“2

`

S2di´1 ˆ D2n´2di´3
˘

ž

1
ž

i“``3

`

D2di´2 ˆ S2n´2di´2
˘

.

c) If n1 “ 1 and ` ą 2, the connected sum along the boundary of 2` manifolds:

``1
ž

i“3

`

S2di´1 ˆ D2n´2di´3
˘

ž

1
ž

i“``3

`

D2di´2 ˆ S2n´2di´2
˘

ž

`

S2d2´1 ˆ S2d``2´1zD2n´4
˘

.

d) If n1 “ 1 and ` “ 2, the connected sum along the boundary of two manifolds:
`

S2d2´1 ˆ S2d4´1zD2n´4
˘

ž

Ẽ2n´4
2n2´1,2n5´1.

Theorem 18 will follow from its real version (see Theorem 19). It follows also that in cases c) and
d) the product of the leaf with an open interval is diffeomorphic to the interior of a connected sum
along the boundary of the type of case b).

For k ą 2, the topology of moment-angle manifolds and their leaves is much more complicated and
it seems hopeless to give a complete description of them: they may have non-trivial triple Massey
products ([3]), any amount of torsion in their homology ([11]) or may be a different kind of open
books ([35]). Nevertheless, it is plausible that a description of their leaves as above may be possible
for large families of them in the spirit of [35].

The manifold N pΛΛΛq, defined in the introduction, also admits an open book decomposition, since
the S1 action on the first coordinate commutes with the diagonal one.

Let
πΛ : Z

C
pΛΛΛq Ñ N pΛΛΛq,

denote the canonical projection.
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Consider now the open book decomposition of Z
C

described above, corresponding to the variable

z
1
. If ΛΛΛ

0
is obtained from ΛΛΛ by removing λ

1
it is clear that the diagonal S1

-action on Z
C

has the
property that each orbit intersects each page in a unique point and at all of its points this page is
intersected tranversally by the orbits. This implies that the restriction of the canonical projection
πΛ to each page is a diffeomorphism onto its image N pΛΛΛq ´N pΛΛΛ0q.

For k even we therefore obtain, since N pΛΛΛq ´N pΛΛΛ
0
q has a complex structure:

For k even, the page of the open book decomposition of Z
C
pΛΛΛq in Theorem 2 with binding Z

C

0
pΛΛΛ

0
q

admits a natural complex structure which makes it biholomorphic to N pΛΛΛq ´N pΛΛΛ0q.

For k odd, both the whole manifold and the binding admit natural complex structures.

So we have a very nice open book decomposition of every moment-angle manifold. Unfortunately,
it does not have the right properties to help in the construction of contact structures on them.

The topology of these manifolds and of the leaves of their foliations is more complicated, even for
k “ 2, and only some cases have been described (see [52] for the simpler ones).

I-2. Homology of intersections of quadrics and their halves. We recall here the results of
[49], whose proofs are equally valid for any intersection of quadrics and not only for k “ 2.

Let Z “ ZpΛΛΛq Ă Rn as before, P its associated polytope and F1, . . . , Fn the intersections of P with
the coordinate hyperplanes xi “ 0 (some of which might be empty).

Let gi be the reflection on the i-th coordinate hyperplane and for J Ă t1, . . . , nu let gJ be the
composition of the gi with i P J . Let also FJ be the intersection of the Fi for i P J .

The polytope P, all its faces (the non-empty FJ) and all their combined reflections on the coordi-
nate hyperplanes form a cell decomposition of Z. Then the elements gJpFLq with non-empty FL
generate the chain groups C˚pZq, where to avoid repetitions one has to ask J X L “ H (since gi
acts trivially on Fi).

A more useful basis is given as follows: let hi “ 1´ gi and hJ be the product of the hi with i P J .
The elements hJpFLq with J XL “ H are also a basis, with the advantage that hJC˚pZq is a chain
subcomplex of C˚pZq for every J and, since hi annihilates Fi and all its subfaces, this subcomplex
can be identified with the chain complex C˚pP,PJq, where PJ is the union of all the Fi with i P J .
It follows that

H˚pZq « ‘JH˚pP,PJq.

For the manifold Z` we start also with the faces of P, but we cannot reflect them in the subspace
x1 “ 0. This means we miss the classes hJpFLq where 1 P J and we get2

H˚pZ`q « ‘1RJH˚pP,PJq.

2The retraction Z Ñ Z` induces an epimorphism in homology and fundamental group.
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To compute the homology of Z
C
pΛΛΛq one can just take that of its real version (with each λi duplicated)

or directly using instead of the basis hJpFLq with J X L “ H the basis of (singular) cells FL ˆ TJ
(with J X L “ H) where TJ is the subtorus of Tn which is the product of its i´th factors with
i P J . This gives the splitting

HipZ
C
pΛΛΛqq « ‘JHi´|J|pP,PJq.

(See [11]).

These splittings have the same summands as the ones in [5] derived from the homotopy splitting
of ΣZ. Even if it is not clear that they are the same splitting, having two such with different
geometric interpretations is most valuable.

I-3. The space Ẽmp,q. Consider the standard embedding of Sp ˆ Sq in Sm, m ą p` q given by

Sp ˆ Sq Ă Rp`1 ˆ Rq`1 “ Rp`q`2 Ă Rm`1.

whose image lies in the m-sphere of radius
?

2.

We will denote by Ẽmp,q the exterior of this embedding, i.e., the complement in Sm of the open

tubular neighborhood U “ intpSp ˆ Sq ˆ Dm´p´qq Ă Sm. Observe that the boundary of Ẽmp,q is

Sp ˆ Sq ˆ Sm´p´q´1 and that the classes rSm´p´q´1s, rSp ˆ Sm´p´q´1s and rSq ˆ Sm´p´q´1s are
the ones bellow the top dimension that go to zero in the homology of U . By Alexander duality, the
images of these classes freely generate the homology of Ẽmp,q.

Theorem A2.2 of [35] tells that, under adequate hypotheses (and probably always) Ẽmp,q ˆ D1 is

diffeomorphic to a connected sum along the boundary of products of the type Sa ˆ Dm`1´a.

Under some conditions (and probably always), Ẽmp,q is characterized by its boundary and its homol-

ogy properties: Let X be a smooth compact manifold with boundary Sp ˆ Sq ˆ Sm´p´q´1 and ι
the inclusion BX Ă X.

Lemma. Assume that

(i) X and BX are simply connected.

(ii) the classes ι˚rSm´p´q´1s, ι˚rSp ˆ Sm´p´q´1s and ι˚rSq ˆ Sm´p´q´1s freely generate the
homology of X.

Then X is diffeomorphic to Ẽmp,q.

Proof: Observe that condition (i) implies that p, q,m´p´q´1 ě 2 so dimpXq “ m ě 7. Consider
the following subset of BX:

K “ Sp ˆ ˚ ˆ Sm´p´q´1 Y ˚ ˆ Sq ˆ Sm´p´q´1

and embed K into the interior of X as K ˆt1{2u with respect to a collar neighborhood BX ˆ r0, 1q
of BX. Finally, let V be a smooth regular neighborhood ([40]) of K ˆ t1{2u in BX ˆ r0, 1q.
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Now, the inclusion V Ă X induces an isomorphism in homology. Since the codimension of K in X
is equal to 1`minpp, qq ě 3, XzintpV q is simply connected and therefore an h-cobordism, so X is
diffeomorphic to V .

Since Ẽmp,q verifies the same properties as X, the above construction with the same V shows that

Ẽmp,q is also diffeomorphic to V and the Lemma is proved.

I-4 Topology of Z and Z` when k “ 2. For k “ 2 and ` “ 1 a simple computation shows that

Z` “ Dn1´1 ˆ Sn2´1 ˆ Sn3´1.

For the case ` ą 1 we recall here the main steps in the proof of the result about the topology of Z
in [49], underlining those that are needed to determine the topology of Z`. For the cyclic partition
n “ n1`¨ ¨ ¨`n2``1 we will denote by Ji the set of indices corresponding to the ni copies of the i-th
vertex of the polygon in the normal form. Let also Di “ Ji Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ji``´1 and D̃i its complement.
It is shown in [49] that for k “ 2, the pairs pP,PJq with non-trivial homology are those where J

consists of ` or ` ` 1 consecutive classes, that is, those where J is some Di or D̃i. In those cases
there is just one dimension where the homology is non-trivial and it is infinite cyclic.

In the case of Di that homology group is in dimension di ´ 1 where di “ ni ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ni``´1 is the
length of Di. A generator is given by the face FLi

where

Li “ D̃iz ptji´1u Y tji``uq

and ji´1 P Ji´1, ji`` P Ji`` are any two indices in the extreme classes of D̃i (in other words, those
contiguous to Di).

n
n

n

n

n

n

n

1

2
3

4

5

7

6

D
1

D
1

FLi is non empty of dimension di´ 1. It is not in PDi , but its boundary is. Therefore it represents
a homology class in Hdi´1pP,PDiq, which defines a generator hDiFLi of Hdi´1pZq. Since FLi has
exactly di facets it is a pdi´1q-simplex so when reflected in all the coordinate subspaces containing
those facets we obtain a sphere, which clearly represents hDi

FLi
P Hdi´1pZq.

The class corresponding to D̃i is in dimension n´ di ´ 2 and is represented by the face FL̃i
, where

L̃i “ Diztju and j is any index in one of the extreme classes of Di. It represents a generator of
Hn´di´2pZq, but now it is a product of spheres. For ` “ 1 this cannot be avoided, but for ` ą 1,
with a good choice of j and a surgery, it can be represented by a sphere (this also follows from
[35]). We will not make use of this class in what follows.
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The final result is that, if ` ą 1, all the homology of Z below the top dimension can be represented
by embedded spheres with trivial normal bundle.

Let Z 1` be the manifold with boundary obtained by setting x0 ě 0 in Z 1 (as defined in section I-1
17). Then Z 1` can be deformed down to Z` by folding gradually the half-plane x0 ě 0, x1 onto the
ray x1 ě 0. This shows that the inclusion Z Ă Z 1` induces an epimorphism in homology so one
can represent all the classes in a basis of H˚pZ

1
`
q by embedded spheres with trivial normal bundle.

Those spheres can be assumed to be disjoint since they all come from the boundary Z and can be
placed at different levels of a collar neighborhood. Finally, one forms a manifold Q with boundary
by joining disjoint tubular neighborhoods of those spheres by a minimal set of tubes and then the
inclusion Q Ă Z 1` induces an isomorphism in homology. If Z is simply connected and of dimension
at least 5, then Z 1` minus the interior of Q is an h-cobordism and therefore Z is diffeomorphic to
the boundary of Q which is a connected sum of spheres products. Knowing its homology we can
tell the dimensions of those spheres:

If ` ą 1 and Z is simply connected of dimension at least 5, then:

Z “
2``1

###
j“1

`

Sdj´1 ˆ Sn´dj´2
˘

.

For the moment-angle manifold ZC this formula gives, without any restrictions

ZC “
2``1

###
j“1

`

S2dj´1 ˆ S2n´2dj´2
˘

.

(In [34] this has recently been proved without any restrictions also on Z).

The topology of Z 1` is implicit in the above proof: Z 1` is diffeomorphic to Q and therefore it is a
connected sum along the boundary of manifolds of the form SpˆDn´3´p. Since any Z with n1 ą 1
is such a Z 1 we have:

If Z0 is simply connected of dimension at least 5, and ` ą 1, n1 ą 1 then:

Z` “
``2
ž

i“2

`

Sdi´1 ˆ Dn´di´2
˘

ž

1
ž

i“``3

`

Ddi´1 ˆ Sn´di´2
˘

.

The clases Di and D̃i that now give no homology are the ones that contain n1.

The case n1 “ 1 is different. When n1 ą 1 the inclusion Z0 Ă Z` induces an epimorphism in
homology (since it is of the type Z Ă Z 1`). This is not the case for n1 “ 1: for the partition
5 “ 1`1`1`1`1, the polytope P is a pentagon and an Euler characteristic computation (from a
cell decomposition formed by P and its reflections) shows that Z is the surface of genus 5. Now Z0

has partition 4 “ 1` 2` 1 and consists of four copies of S1. From this, Z` must be a torus minus
four disks that can be seen as the connected sum of a sphere minus four disks (all whose homol-
ogy comes from the boundary) and a torus that carries the homology not coming from the boundary.

In general, when n1 “ 1 Z0 is given by a normal form with 2` ´ 1 classes, has 4` ´ 2 homology
generators below the top dimension, only half of which survive in Z`. But Z` has 2`` 1 homology
generators, so two of them do not come from its boundary and actually form a handle.
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To be more precise, the removal of the element 1 P J1 allows the opposite classes J``1 and J``2 to
be joined into one without breaking the weak hyperbolicity condition.

n
n

n

n

n

n
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Therefore Z0 has fewer such classes and D2 “ J2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y J``1, which gives a generator of H˚pZ`q,
does not give anything in H˚pZ0

q because there it is not a union of classes (it lacks the elements
of J``2 to be so).

The two classes inH˚pZ`qmissing inH˚pZ0
q are thus those corresponding to J “ D2 and J “ D``2;

all the others contain both J``1 and J``2 and thus live in H˚pZ0
q.

As shown above, these two classes are represented by embedded spheres in Z` with trivial normal
bundle built from the cells FL2 and FL``2

by reflection. Now FL2 X FL``2
is a single vertex v, all

coordinates except x1, xj``1
, xj``2

being 0.
0

0

0

0

j

j

1

4

5

The corresponding spheres are obtained by reflecting in the hyperplanes corresponding to elements
in D2 and D``2, respectively. Since these sets are disjoint, the only point of intersection is the
point v.

Now, a neighborhood of the vertex v in P looks like the first orthant of Rn´3 where the faces FL2
and

FL``2
correspond to complementary subspaces. When reflected in all the coordinates hyperplanes

of Rn´3, one obtains a neighborhood of v in Z` where those subspaces produce neighborhoods of
the two spheres. Therefore the spheres intersect transversely in that point.

A regular neighborhood of the union of those spheres is diffeomorphic to their product minus a
disk:

Sd2´1 ˆ Sd``2´1zDn´3.

Joining its boundary with the boundary of Z` we see that Z` is the connected sum along the
boundary of two manifolds:

Z` “ Sd2´1 ˆ Sd``2´1zDn´3
ž

X

where BX “ Z0 and X is simply connected.
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Now, all the homology of X comes from its boundary which again is Z0 , since all those classes
actually live in the homology of Z and are the ones corresponding to the clases Di and D̃i that do
not contain n1. Those classes also exist in the homology of Z0 and are given by the same generators,
so this part of the homology of Z0 embeds isomorphically onto the homology of X.

If ` ą 2, Z0 is a connected sum of sphere products, so the homology classes of X can be represented
again by disjoint products Sp ˆ Dn´p´3 and finally we construct the analog of the manifold with
boundary Q and the h-cobordism theorem gives:

If Z is simply connected of dimension at least 6, and n1 “ 1, ` ą 2 then

Z
`
“

``1
ž

i“3

`

Sdi´1 ˆ Dn´di´2
˘

ž

1
ž

i“``3

`

Ddi´1 ˆ Sn´di´2
˘

ž

`

Sd2´1 ˆ Sd``2´1zDn´3
˘

.

The homology classes of Z` are those corresponding to D2, D4 (not coming from the boundary)

and to D3, D̃1, D̃5. Clearly the last ones come from the classes rSn3`n4´1s, rSn2´1ˆSn3`n4´1s and
rSn5´1 ˆ Sn3`n4´1s in the boundary. This means that X satisfies the hypotheses of the Lemma in
section I.3 with p “ n2 ´ 1, q “ n5 ´ 1 and m “ n´ 3, so we can conclude that X is diffeomorphic
to Ẽn´3

n2´1,n5´1. We have proved all the cases of the

Theorem 19. Let k “ 2, and consider the manifold Z corresponding to the cyclic decomposition
n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` n2``1 and the half manifold Z

`
“ Z X tx1 ě 0u. When ` ą 1 assume Z and

Z0 “ ZXtx1 “ 0u are simply connected and the dimension of Z is at least 6. Then Z` diffeomorphic
to:

a) If ` “ 1, the product

Sn2´1 ˆ Sn3´1 ˆ Dn1´1.

b) If ` ą 1 and n1 ą 1, the connected sum along the boundary of 2`` 1 manifolds:

``2
ž

i“2

`

Sdi´1 ˆ Dn´di´2
˘

ž

1
ž

i“``3

`

Ddi´1 ˆ Sn´di´2
˘

.

c) If n1 “ 1 and ` ą 2, the connected sum along the boundary of 2` manifolds:

``1
ž

i“3

`

Sdi´1 ˆ Dn´di´2
˘

ž

1
ž

i“``3

`

Ddi´1 ˆ Sn´di´2
˘

ž

`

Sd2´1 ˆ Sd``2´1zDn´3
˘

.

d) If n1 “ 1 and ` “ 2, the connected sum along the boundary of two manifolds:
`

Sd2´1 ˆ Sd4´1zDn´3
˘

ž

Ẽn´3
n2´1,n5´1.

When n1 “ 1 and ` “ 2 we have the additional complication that restricting to x1 “ 0 takes us
from the pentagonal Z` to the triangular Z0 , which is not a connected sum but a product of three
spheres and not all of its homology below the middle dimension is spherical.
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n
5

1

n
2

n
3

n
4

Theorem 19 immediately describes, under the same hypotheses, the topology of the page of the
open book decomposition of Z 1 given by Theorem 1, since this page is precisely the interior of Z`.

Theorem 18 about the page of the open book decomposition of the moment-angle manifold ZC

follows also, since this page is Z` for Z the (real) intersection of quadrics corresponding to the
partition 2n ´ 1 “ p2n1 ´ 1q ` p2n2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p2n2``1q. In this case all the extra hypotheses of
Theorem 19 hold automatically.

Theorem 19 applies also to the topological description of some smoothings of the cones on our
intersections of quadrics. In this case the normal form is not sufficient to describe all possibilities
as it was in ([48]) where actually only the sums di were needed to describe the topology or in the
present work where additional information about n1 only is required.

Part II. Some contact structures on moment-angle manifolds

The even dimensional moment-angle manifolds and the LVM-manifolds have the characteristic
that, except for a few, well-determined cases, do not admit symplectic structures. We will show
that the odd-dimensional moment-angle manifolds (and large families of intersections of quadrics)
admit contact structures.

Theorem 20. If k is even, Z
C
pΛΛΛq is a contact manifold.

First we show that Z
C
pΛΛΛq is an almost-contact manifold. Recall that a p2n`1q-dimensional manifold

M is called almost contact if its tangent bundle admits a reduction to Upnq ˆ R. This is seen as

follows: consider the fibration π : Z
C
pΛΛΛq Ñ N pΛΛΛq with fibre the circle, given by taking the quotient

by the diagonal action. Since N pΛΛΛq is a complex manifold, the foliation defined by the diagonal

circle action is transversally holomorphic. Therefore, Z
C
pΛΛΛq has an atlas modeled on Cn´2ˆR with

changes of coordinates of the charts of the form

ppz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zn´2q , tq ÞÑ ph pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zn´2, tq , g pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zn´2, tqq ,

where h : U Ñ Cn´2 and g : U Ñ R where U is an open set in Cn´2 ˆ R and, for each fixed t the
function pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zn´2q ÞÑ h pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zn´2, tq is a biholomorphism onto an open set of Cn´2 ˆ ttu.
This means that the differential, in the given coordinates, is represented by a matrix of the form

»

—

—

–

A ˚

0 . . . 0 r

fi

ffi

ffi

fl
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where ˚ denotes a column pn´2q-real vector and A P GLpn´ 2,Cq. The set of matrices of the above
type form a subgroup of GLp2n´ 3,Rq. By Gram-Schmidt this group retracts onto Upn´ 2q ˆR.

Now it follows from [7] that Z
C
pΛΛΛq is a contact manifold and the Theorem is proved.

In [15] it is given a different construction, in some sense more explicit, of contact structures, not
on moment-angle manifolds but on certain non-diagonal generalizations of moment-angle manifolds
of the type that has been studied by Gómez Gutiérrez and Santiago López de Medrano in [34]. It
consists in the construction of a positive confoliation which is constructive and uses the heat flow
method described in [2].

The argument used there applies however for many other intersections of quadrics that are not
moment angle manifolds, for which the proof of the previous Theorem need not apply:

Theorem 21. There are infinitely many infinite families of odd-dimensional generic intersections
of quadrics that admit contact structures.

First consider the odd-dimensional intersections of quadrics that are connected sums of spheres
products:

An odd dimensional product Sm ˆ Sn of two spheres admits a contact structure by the following
argument: let n even and m odd, and n,m ą 2. Without loss of generality, we suppose that m ą n
(the other case is analogous) then Sm is an open book with binding Sm´2 and page Rm´1. Hence
Sn ˆ Sm is an open book with binding Sm´2 ˆ Sn and page Rm´1 ˆ Sn. This page is parallelizable
since RˆSn already is so. Then, since m`n´ 1 is even the page has an almost complex structure.
Furthermore, by hypothesis, 2n ď n`m hence by a theorem of Eliashberg [25] the page is Stein
and is the interior of an compact manifold with contact boundary Sm´2 ˆ Sn. Hence by a theorem
of E. Giroux [33] Sn ˆ Sm is a contact manifold.
Now, it was shown by C. Meckert [61] and more generally by Weinstein [82] (see also [25]) that the
connected sum of contact manifolds of the same dimension is a contact manifold. Therefore all odd
dimensional connected sums of sphere products admit contact structures.
Additionally, it was proved by F. Bourgeois in [13] (see also Theorem 10 in [33]) that if a closed
manifold M admits a contact structure, then so does MˆT. Therefore, all moment-angle manifolds
of the form Z ˆ T2m, where Z is a connected sum of sphere products, admit contact structures.
For every case where Z is a connected sum of sphere products we have an infinite family obtained
by applying construction Z ÞÑ Z 1 an infinite number of times and in the different coordinates (as
well as other operations). The basic cases from which to start these infinite families constitute also
a large set and the estimates on their number in each dimension keep growing. Adding to those
varieties their products with tori we obtain an even larger set of cases where an odd-dimensional Z
admits a contact structure.
Another interesting fact is that most of them (including moment-angle manifolds) also have an open
book decomposition. However, for these open book decompositions there does not exist a contact
form which is supported in the open book decomposition like in Giroux’s theorem because the pages
are not Weinstein manifolds (i.e manifolds of dimension 2n with a Morse function with indices of
critical points lesser or equal to n). It is possible however that the pages of the book decomposition
admit Liouville structures in which case one could apply the techniques of D. McDuff ([58]) and P.
Seidel ([78]) to obtain contact structures.
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